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ABSTRACT 
Fac tors Affecting Qua lity and Location Values For 
Resident Deer Hunting in Utah 
by 
Jim C. Wrigley, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1972 
Major Professor: Dr. E. Boyd Wennergren 
Department: Agricultural Economics 
Application was made of the economic rent method of 
resource valua tion for the resident deer hunt in Ut ah. 
Total economic, location and quality rent values were 
estimated for all hunting units. These values 1ncor-
porate the relationship existing between the variable use 
cost and the units of activity associated with the site • 
Dat a were collected by mail survey from hunters follo"' -
ing the 1970 season. ~pproximately 2033 questionnaires 
were used in the analysis . Additional data were coll ected 
from the Utah Division of Natural Resources. 
The total rent value estimated from the model was 
a pproximately $3,326,238.00. Eighty-five percent of the 
total wa s a ttributed to quality and 15 percent to loca-
tion. Tota rent va lues were highest for Unit 2 (Cac he, 
Unit l (Box lder) and Unit 6 (Lost Creek). 
It was hypothesized that variations in quality value 
could be explained by variations in site specific factorR. 
The factors were made subject to multiple regression an-
a lysis and the number of bucks, two a nd one-half years of 
age and greater taken by resident hunters, was found to be 
the most significant. Variation in this variable a nd th e 
others in the model explained 71.3 percent of the variation 
in the site quality value. 
To test the sensitivity of capacity in the model, 
an additional set of capacity constraints were estimated 
and used in the least-cost program. This gave a higher 
least cost allocation as the hunters were forced to incur 
a higher transfer cost . In this allocation the location 
value increased as the quality value decreased. Multiole 
regression analysis indicated that 83.3 percent of the 
variation in site quality was due to variations in site 
specific factors. 
(143 DAges) 
INTRODUCTION 
The demand for outdoor recreation in the Uni.ted 
States has been increasing as a result of increase0 popu-
lation, higher per capita income, improvements in the 
transportation system, and perhaps more importantly, the 
increase in disposable leisure time. Clawson (1959), 
projected that by the year 2000, both population and 
spendable income will double. With the advent of heavy 
industrialization and the transfer of the agrarian labor 
force, the average work week in the United States has de-
creased steadily from 70 hours in 1850 to 40 hours in 
1950. Future projections suggest an even shorter working 
day and week with longer, more widespread amounts of 
leisure time. There is a movement at the present time to 
shorten the labor week to 36 hours. 
The years following !./orld War II have seen a dra'llilt-
ic increase in attendance in public p11rks, forests, and 
campgrounds. Trends have been established, approxi'llating 
an annual increase of 8 to 10 percent. If such trends 
continue, it is predicted that by the year 2000, 3.4 
billion visits will be made annually to the national for-
est system . It is also estimated that fro'll 5 to 8 
2 
percent of all family expenditures are now allocated to 
recreation and that each year 4 to 5 billion dollars are 
spent for outdoor recreation activity. In 1900, the 
average traveler covered around 500 miles per year, 
whereas today, the total is slightly over 5,000 miles per 
year. Predictions of an average travel rate per year of 
9,000 miles by the year 2000 are com~onplace, a conse-
quence of the improvement of transportation as well as the 
predicted increase in available leisure time (Clawson, 
1958) . 
The upward trends in recreation activity intensify 
the need for new and better ways to value recreation 
resources as a means of establishing suitable criteria 
for allocation of scarce public funds. However, the 
evaluation of benefits derived from recreation is a prob-
lem in as much as the use of public resources are not al-
ways rationed by entrance of other guid £!2 ~ fees due 
to a lack of marketing pricing. In the public sector re-
creation is usually provided at a nominal cost so that 
expenditures do not provide a meaningful guide to con-
sumer values or willingness to pay. It is in this sense 
that a satisfactory measure of social benefits (opportuni-
ty cost) is lacking. However, it is these same social 
costs and benefits that are relevant to investment de-
cisions in the public sector. 
Most authors interested in recreation plannin~ are 
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in agreement that the presence of intangibles (aesthetics) 
is not a critical obstacle to the evaluation of recreation 
benefits. The chief obstacle to the evaluation of re-
creation benefits lies in the fact tha t recreation is a 
public good which historically speaking has not been sub-
ject to conventional market pricing . 
For a number of years, economists have attempted to 
devise suitable methodology for attaching values to the 
recreational use of resources . Most of these attempts 
have centered on consumer demand. That is, valuation 
techniques have been based on the estimation consumer de-
mand curves and the theoretical implications related to 
their analysis. Despite considerable progress, no com-
pletely acceptable method has been developed which will 
allow us to measure the significant contributions to 
value of the quality component of recreation. ~anagement 
decisions are normally made with the ultimate objective of 
changing the quality of a recreation site. Investment of 
scarce public funds into alternative sites are constantly 
in the forefront of these decisions. Some measurement of 
the change in site quality relative to a chan~e in 
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investment is needed to aid progress in this field. Ana -
lytical methods are needed which will permit the estima-
tion of quality values and the identification of their 
major components. Indentification of these quality units 
is vital in that they are needed to internalize the social 
costs of quality production activities. Thus, there is a 
continuing need to refine and extend research efforts i n 
this area. This need constitutes the justification for 
this thesis, with the analysis designed to extend the 
scientific knowledge of evaluation techniques and quali-
tative expansion in this important research area. 
II 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this thesis are: 
l. To make empirical estimates of economic values 
related to location and quality for the Utah deer hunt 
(1970). 
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2 . To determine the si~nificant site cha racterist i cs 
contributing to variation in site quality for Utah deer 
hunting . 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
While it is true that a great deal (per-
haps the greater part) of what has been done 
in the name of "conservation policy" turns 
out, upon subjection to economic anRlysis, 
to be worthless, or worse, it is nevertheless 
also true that economic theory can offer a 
formulation of the conservation objective suf-
ficiently clear and percise to permit the der-
iva tion of rational policies in the future. 
Such a formulation, like the application of 
economic theory in other fields of policy, 
can be no match for the passionate romanticism 
with which the question has been invested in 
political platforms and public discussion, but 
some of the policies of the past and present 
are sufficiently egregious to convince even 
dedicated conservationists of their error or, 
at least, insufficiency. Perhaps it is too 
much to hope that in their hour of confusion 
and despair, the protectors of nature might 
turn to economics for succor, but even idealistic 
hopes have the quality of spring eternal. 
(Gordon, 1958, p. llO-lll). 
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Harold Hotelling (1949) made what is considered to be 
the first attempt to develop a methodology for evaluating 
recreation in his recommendation to the National Park 
Service. As R first step, he outlined the need for the 
identification of zones surrounding a given oark expressed 
in terms of the average cost of travel to the park. 
Given that all groups within each concentric zone would 
have similar cost, Hotellin~ assume0 that the cost of 
the most distant zone would establish the average group 
or visitor value of the recreation site. The most dist a nt 
zone cost represents the gross benefit received for each 
visitor in the intra-marginal zones with the difference 
between the individual travel costs and these benefits 
being the bases for demand curve development. From this 
demand curve is derived the consumer surplus . This con-
sumer surplus is an estimate of resource valuation. 
The proposed development of the upper Feather River 
B ~ sin in California provided a significant area of study 
for Trice and Wood (1958 ) . Suggesting that the primary 
benefits of recreation are personal and highly varied, 
they reasoned that, therefore, they are not readily meas-
urable in dollar terms. This fundamental assumption is 
concurred in by virtually all who have given consideration 
to the problem . 
They stated that the method proposed for valuation 
purposes should contain the following characteristics: 
1. The value should be in terms of a standard unit 
of time and easily expressed in dollars. 
2. The value should be representative of recreation-
al enjoyment for which there is no recreationist expendi-
ture and no direct reimbursement by the state. 
3. The value should be separately derived and ind e -
pendent of costs for providing the recreational facilities . 
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4. The value should consist of a single figure which 
is representative of the recreationists in the area un~er 
study with emphasi.s on the group as a whole without regar~ 
to recreation for or to individual differences as to their 
capacity to enjoy the recreational benefits. 
5. The value must be peculiar to the area under 
consideration even though similarity within areas ~ay 
exist. 
6. The value should be reasonable in amount and read-
ily subject to the test of properly informed people. 
The methodology used for the Feather Fiver Project 
was similar to that proposed by Hotelling in 1949. Trice 
and Wood used concentric distance zones and the volume of 
activity to define the social benefits a ccruing from re-
creation. The most distant zone established the gross 
resource value for all recreationists. In addition, the 
visits to the park from the most distant zone set a "bull< 
line" value of recreation provided by the park, Trice a nd 
Wood (1958, o. 202) stated: 
A total figure for free recreationa l value at-
tributed to the parl< would be a summation of 
travel costs differences between the maximum 
or bull< line cost. 
In their study, this bull< line was accepted as being the 
90th percentile and all recreational values were estab-
lished relative to this cost. 
Clawson's method for approximating a de~and curve 
was published in 1959, following the Trice and Wood work. 
By assuming that entrance into the park was free and by 
making the costs of visits variable, he plotted the nu~­
ber of visits per 100,000 population from each origin to 
a selected park against the cost a~sociaten with reaching 
the site. Using this procedure, Clawson designated vari-
able costs as the independent variable and the nu~ber of 
visits per 100,000 population as the dependent variable. 
Essentially using the ~Pthod proposed by Hotelling 
(1949), Clawson (1959) stated three assu~ptions which un-
derlie his demand curve esti~ation: 
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1. It is a static concept in that population, income, 
tastes and means of travel remain unchanged. 
2. The marginal value of money remains constant re-
gardless of the amount of product (recreation) an individ-
ual purchases. 
3. Price alone is the limiting factor which deter-
mines the volu~e of activity (number of visits). 
Based upon the observed variable cost-use relation-
ship, Clawson derived a demand curve by varying the fee 
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per visit and calculating the impact on the use of the 
recreation site. If fees were increased, the number of 
visits per 100,000 population would decrease accordingly . 
Likewise, · the reverse exists for a decrease in the fees. 
In this way, Clawson's demand curve measures the relation-
ship existing between the number of visits and the assumed 
entrance fees and is a suitable method of valua tion . 
This resource value was the greatest total revenue which 
could be extracted by monopolistic pricing, given the de-
mand estimate. In deriving the demand curve for the sites, 
consideration was given to the assumption that: 
1. The recreation site user would view an increase 
in the fees rationally and i.n the same mann"?r as any var-
iable cost change. 
2. The experience of the user from one location 
zone provides an indivation of the actions of recreators 
in other location zones, if money and time were held 
constant. 
Robert K. Davis (1963) made application of a differ-
ent technique to get "wi 11 ingness to pay . " Called the 
consumer survey method, it consists of five types of 
questions : 
ll 
l. Details of the trip including expenditures, time , 
visits, budget activities, etc. 
2. The respondent's outdoor recreation habits aside 
from the trip. 
3. Open end questions pertaining to the reasons for 
choosing the site, the de~ree of utility, and the respec-
tive areas of substitution. 
4. Personal information including leisure time, 
types of residence, education, income and occupation . 
5. Reference in outdoor recreation including indi-
vidual willingness to pay. 
This method is simular to Clawson's idea and argu~ent 
but the measure of consumer surplus or individual willing-
ness to pay was obtained by direct interview of the user. 
Recreationists were asked the maximum price they would be 
willing to pay for the amount of recreation being taken. 
Based both on what the observed data and the data indicat-
ing what people were willing to pay, Davis constructed two 
demand curves. 
These are : 
Cost 
of 
Use 
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D 
D D' 
Use Rate per 
Time Period 
Figure 1. Illustration of the demand curves based on 
individual willingness to pay. 
DD represents the demand curve constructed from the ob-
served consumer reactions, and nn• the demand curve based 
on individual willingness to pay. 
Davis defined the area between these two curves as 
the consumer surplus attributable to the site and a valid 
monetary measure of the recreation benefit. 
Knetsch (1963) examined the approaches to the problem 
of providing information on the demand relationships and 
value. After reviewing the Clawson demand curve, he 
stated: 
The first comment we might make on the 
method relates to some of its more or less im-
plicit restrictions. One of the strongest 
is the assumption that the demand schedule 
is essentially the same for all distance 
groups ... realistically there is little reason 
for believing that this would be the case. 
(Knetsch, 1963, p. 390) 
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Knetsch gave consideration to those factors that 
would cause distortion to this assumption such as income, 
age, population densities, availability of alternative 
parks, or other substitutes and socio-economic factors. 
He agreed that the value or benefit derived from the 
use of a resource is given by the value it holds for the 
consumer and is determined by his willingness to pay, 
stating, "the demand curve does seem to give the relevent 
information." (Knetsch, 1963, p. 392). However, he gives 
attention to two other factors which should be noticed. 
The first is the appropriate accounting of benefits fol-
lowed by the possible capitalization of potential benefits 
in land resources. In conclusion, Knetsch felt that these 
problems could be solved with more and better information 
and, therefore, the method as a whole was sound. 
William G. Brown (1964) expanded an interest in the 
Clawson approach, when he analyzed the relationship be-
tween average variable costs per day and the nu~ber of 
days taken per unit of population for various distance 
zones in connection with the salmon-steelhead fishery in 
Oregon. This curve corresponds to Clawson's (1959, p. 7) 
demand curve "for the recreation experience as a whole," 
and was, according to Brown (1964, p. 21), "an oversim-
plification as there may have been factors other than 
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cost which affected the number of per capita visits in the 
more distant areas, for example, time, alternative sites, 
etc." 
By projecting the number of salmon-steelhead fishing 
days taken by fishermen from various distant zones an~ 
using a graduated scale of prices, Brown plotted the in-
creased fishing costs per day against thousands of fishing 
days per given ti~e period. This curve corresponds to 
Clawson's derived demand curve for visits to nationa l 
parks at various assumed fees . 
By stratifying the sample according to family income, 
he was able to identify other variables along with the 
statistically significant influences exerted by income. 
Wennergren (1964) made an improvement in the theo-
retica l implication of demand analysis for recreation. 
He stated that "most if not all, commodities have some 
degree of aesthetic value associated with their use or 
consumption and yet are subject to economic valuation." 
(Wennergren, 1964, p. 303) 
In this study, individual user travel and on-site 
cost of a particular boati.ng site were used as a 10ubsti-
tute for orice as a determinant of the quanttty consume~ . 
Based upon this formulation, Wennergren argues that 
a boater will allocate his boating expenditures both at 
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the site and in total, such that the marginal value per 
dollar expended at the various alternative sites visiten 
during the season is equal. Distinguishing between indi-
vidual and aggregate boater demand, Wennergren (1964, 
p. 309) states: 
The level of elasticity of the individual 
schedules is a function of the income of the 
individual, his taste preferences and quality 
factors associated with the site. 
Wennergren used the concept of consumer's surplus as 
a measure of site resource value for boating activities, 
after defining a statistical demand function in the 
Hotelling tradition. 
Orner J, Carey (1965) reviewed the progress and prob-
lems of outdoor recreation economics. Criticizin~ the 
method of evaluation proposed by Hotelling and used by 
Trice and Wood, Carey (1965, p. 175) stated that; "it 
doesn't measure the value of recreation, rather it is a 
value derived from the value of the service and goods re-
ceived." 
Carey pointed out the oversimplification of assumin~ 
that the on-site experience is the recreation benefit in-
volved in the trip and that to charge the entire cost of 
the trip to recreational opportunity, though there may have 
li 
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been visits to alternative recreation areas included in 
the same trip, departed from the reality of estimation 
procedures. However, Carey (1965·, p. 176) agrees as do 
most authors that "the consumer surplus approach requires 
at least the qualification that the marginal utility of 
money be constant and that individual perference scales 
be identical." 
As for the willingness to pay as a measure of recre-
ation benefit, Carey refers to Clawson and outlines the 
following criticism: 
1. It is assumed that the experience of visitors from 
one zone provides an indicator of what people of other 
zones would do if cost in time and money were equal. 
2 . It is assumed that the recreation experience in-
volves only one major recreation site. 
3. The demand curve may vary among visitors due to 
the differing preference scale and more simply because of 
differing reasons for the visit. 
Carey suggested that the consumer survey methon as a 
means to estimate the willingness to pay is an expensive 
method both in terms of time and money, but nevertheless, 
it noes hold some distinction of the Clawson method. 
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Again, the Clawson weakness of inability to deal with a 
newly-developed or planned recre~tion site is present . 
Seckler (1966) analyzed the abuses created by differ-
ent authors concerning the treatment of outdoor recreation 
evaluation. He confesses a strong sympathy with those who 
argue the qualitative aspect of recreation experience . In 
comparing the three methods (consumer surplus, marginal 
cost to marginal utility, and non-discriminatory monop-
oly), he concludes that, if the marginal utility curve is 
identical to the statistical demand curve, the second 
method would be most valuable. 
Peter H. Pearse (1968) described an indirect method 
of getting consumer surplus. Critic izin~ the basic as-
sumption of demand curve estimation, Pearse (1968, p. 85) 
states : 
There is a critical assumption that not only 
the recreationist but also the whole population 
from which recreationists are drawn, have 
similar characteristics and preferences." 
Adding that: 
Several attempts have been made to over-
come the rigidity of these latter assumptions 
about similarities in preferences by incorporatin~ 
variables related to income levels, availability 
of substitute areas, congestion and so on. 
But specification of the different effects has 
met with limited success in large part because 
of multi-collinearity between such variables 
as distance, time and cost and difficulty of 
II 
measuring such factors as congestion, avail-
ability of alternatives and quality of site. 
(Pearse, 1968, p. 87.) 
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Pearse confines his calculations to the evaluation of 
the recreationists themselves, but his end objective is 
the derivation of the consumer surplus just as in the case 
of . previous authors . He introduces the assumption that: 
The recreationist who pursues the activity in 
question and has similar income also has si~ilar 
preference for recreation and incurs similarly 
marginal cost per recreation day. (Pearse, 1968 , 
p. 90) 
In quantifying the willingness to pay for the access 
to a particular site, Pearse stratifies his sample on the 
basis of income levels and within the different classes, 
visitors are ranked accordin~ to ftxed cost. The visitor 
with the highest travel cost is assumed to have no consum-
er surplus. He states: 
Each intramarginal recreationtst in this 
group will continue to purchase recreation 
until his fixed cost is raised to exceed that 
of the marginal visitor. 
The maximum toll that each visitor would 
be prepared to bear is the difference between 
his fixed cost and that of the highest cost vis-
itor in the same income class . . (Pearse, 1968, 
p. 87) 
But again, in its conclusi.on, this new approach util-
izes the consumer surplus measure of recreation value. 
Wennergren and Fullerton (1969) advanced a new ap-
proach to the values . They applied the concept of 
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economic rent to the analysis and through its basic evolu-
tionary place in the development of econo~ic theory, 
important and fruitful questions pertaining to resource 
values were answered. 1 
Stating that the i~plications of the economic rent 
concept a re applicable to the problems of recreation re-
source valuation, they reasoned: 
Recreation sites possess quality and 
loca tion characteristics, similar to those re-
lated to agricultural lands used in the ear-
lier formulation of the rent concept . They 
produce a commodity of value which is scarce in 
supply. Resource values may logically be gen-
erated on the basis of economic rent values 
arising from location and quality characteristics, 
in the same sense that more productive agricultural 
land extracts rents relative to less produc-
tive lands. Higher quality recreation sites 
generate rents relative to lower quality sites . 
Furthermore, recreation sites located most ad-
vantageously to user origins extract location 
rents or, conversely, user origins located most 
advantageously to a recreation site extract 
rents relative to those located less advanta-
geously or more distant. The rent value for 
any given user origin and is measured by their 
respective transportation costs. (Wennergren, 
Fullerton, 1969, p . 7) 
They formulated empirical procedures to accommoo?te 
recreation data commonly available in the for~ of the 
1Empirical use of the location rent model was ~ade 
by Braulio Rooreguez (1970} in his studies of the econom-
ic rent values f~r pheasant hunting in Utah. 
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recreationist site activity whose origin is spatially re-
lated to a site. Their total rent value contained elements 
of both location and quality. To separate the location 
factor, the total observed activity at the various origins 
was redistributed by using a least-cost programming tech-
nique . The residual of the total economic rent and that 
attributed to location was then expressed as that va lue 
attributable to quality. 
Conceptually, Wennergren and Fullerton expressed 
quality differences in their model by differences in the 
quantities purchased at a sin~le price or by differences 
in prices which consumers are willing to pay for the ~iven 
quantities. They stated: 
Recreationists continually choose among re-
creation sites of varying quality. The fact that 
they choose sites of greater distance from their 
place of residence in preference to sites more 
advantageously located is clear indication of 
differential site quality. If not, why would 
recreationists select sites other than that site 
most advantageously located? (Wennergren, 
Fullerton, 1970, p. 16) 
In Conclusion, this new approach, thou~h contemporary, 
is encompassing and realistic in its focal objectives of 
developing methodology for laying a conceptual foundation 
for the existence of site quality values in recreational 
resource use, and as such constitutes the basis for the 
work to be advanced through the remainder of this study. 
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SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE 
A review of the literature concerned with recreat i on 
demand estimation and resource valuation suggests four 
methods which, to date, have been used in attempting to 
pla ce economic values on non-market priced resources . 
These me thods are all oriented toward consumer values. 
The methods reviewed include the following: consumer sur-
plus (discriminating monopolist), monopoly revenue (non-
discriminating monopolist), consumer survey, and economic 
rent. Beardsley (1968) summarized the first three methods . 
Consumer surplus 
A demand curve (DD') can be drawn based upon the var-
iable cost of use and use rate per time period as observed 
from the behavior of visitors from various origins. 
D 
Cost 
of px _ 
Use 2 
-- 1 
I 
I I 
D' 
0 I
I i' L-----~-------L----------~_QUse Rate Per Time Period 
Qx Qo 
Figure 2 . Jllustr~tlon of consu~er surplus based on the 
dP-na nd curve. 
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This is a typical Marshallian demand curve to which is 
applied the usual assumptions that: 
1. The income and tastes remain constant for the per-
sons involved. 
2. The marginal utility of money remains constant for 
individuals and between different persons . 
3. Additional units of the commodity encounter di~in-
ishing marginal utility at some point . 
A visitor living at some location (1) incurs a cost 
per unit of recreation at this site (Po) and purchases Q0 
units per time period. For this purchase of all units pre-
vious to the ooth unit, for example, the Qxth, he also 
incurs a cost of Po but he would have willingly paid as 
much as Px, as do visitors at origin 2, which represents 
the gross utility of the Qxth unit purchased. 
The excess utility (consumer surplus) which he obtain-
ed is: 
Q p 
X Q p 0 
As the consumer purchases additional units, Qx approaches 
Q, and the surplus utility (consumer surplus) per unit is 
zero. 
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Mathematically, the total consumer surplus for the 
visitor in question equals the integral of the demand 
curve (DO') from Q0 to 0, minus the i.ntegral of the price 
(P0 P from q0 to 0). 
This analysis relies upon five basic assumptions: 
1. Visitors attempt to maximize their satisfaction 
with their available income and resources . 
2 . Visitors have perfect knowledge, or at least be-
have as though they do, regarding the cost of use of the 
site and the satisfaction derived from it. 
3. The utility derived from use of the site at some 
point diminishes at the margin. 
4. Measurement units of cost and utility are equiv-
alent, permitting the derivation of net utility. 
5. The utility obtained from a unit of use of the 
site is the reason for the visitor's decision to purchase 
it. 
Monopoly revenue 
This model derives the valuP of outdoor recreation 
opportunity in terms of it's monetary price in the usual 
market sense. It is based upon the same demand curve (nn•) 
as in the consumer surplus model. The initial demand 
curve is derived in the same manner with the same assump-
tions. From this curve, a second demand curve n1o1 • is 
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estimated showin~ the relationship between a hypothetical. 
schedule of entrance fees for use of the recreation site 
and the number of users who would visit the site at each 
price. This formulation is illustrated in Figure 3. 
Change 
in 
Entrance 
Fee p 1-- _____ _ 
1 
D' 1 
L---------------~-------------Use per Time Period 
Ql 
Figure 3 . Illustration of monopoly revenue based upon 
the demand curve. 
Two additional assumptions implicit in demand curve 
o1n1 • as derived from DD' in Figure 2 are as follows: 
1. A visitor living at location presently pays P0 
per unit of use and purchases q0 units. If an entrance 
fee equal to P0 Px were imposed on the site, they would re-
act by purchasing Qx units as do visitors at location 2. 
Similarly, the reactions of visitors at all locations to 
the fee increase may be determined . The total units of 
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use sold at this entrance fee is plotted as one point on 
DDt · In like manner, additional fee increases are postu-
lated and the results plotted as points on nn1 . 
2. Along the curve o1o1 •, gross revenue from fee 
collections equals PQ (price times quantity), for all 
possible levels of fees and the corresponding levels of 
use. 
The tot~l revenues from fee collections are calcula-
ted at each combination of price and quantity . The price 
and quantity combination which yields the maxi~um revenue 
is assumed to represent the resource value. lt is this 
value which could be realized by a private ~onopolist who 
owned the site and sold the use of it in such a manner as 
to maximize his gross revenue. 
Consumer survey 
The consumer survsy method is much like the monoooly 
revsnue valuation except for the manner in which the demand 
curve (DtD 1) is established. This method attempts (to 
estimate recreation benefits by direct on-site question-
ning) of users concerning their willingness to pay for the 
use of the site. The dema nd curve, n1n1 • is constructed 
as follows: 
Cost P' 
of l 
Use 
pl 
P' 2 
p2 
0 
D 
I 
- -~- -
I 
I 
I 
I 
Ql Q2 
Use Per Unit 
of Time 
Figure 4. Illustration of the consumer survey method of 
valuation basen on the willin~ness to pay. 
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DD1 is the demand curve constructed from the observed data . 
In an interview process, individual recreationists in-
dicated that they were willing to pay a price of P1 • for 
quantity Q1 instead of the observed price of P1 and price 
Pz' for quantity Q2 instead of the observed price of P2 . 
This procedure establishes a higher deman~ curve based on 
willingness to pay. 
Given this new demand curve ( 1)1\'), the "market values' ' 
realized are similar to those in the monopolv revenue a o-
proach . The difference being that the consumer surplus is 
defined as the area between the two demand curves. 
Economic rent 
The concept of economic rent as aoplied by Wennergren 
and Fullerton (1969) and empirically tested by Rodriguez 
(1970) is a logical approach to valuation. This being 
that recreation resources generate use values just as do 
agricultural resources. All such values are of the same 
general type. 
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Location value is generated in the sense that if a 
selected recreation site for a given type of activity has 
various origins spatially distributed at different distances 
from the site, the closer the origin to the site the great-
er the advantage or location rent it enjoys relative to 
alternative origins. Quality values refer to the payment 
or retribution to the conditions under which the recreation 
activity is consumed. The conditions involve the charact-
eristics of the site which attract and accommodate users 
due to natural environment, size of area, man-made facil-
ities, camping tables, boat launching, etc. These things 
represent quality variations which could be expected to 
influence the consumer to pay more or less for the recrea-
tion experience at the selected site. Rents arise because 
of differences in these quality factors. 
The actual conditions of the model, relative to the 
characteristics of quality will be explained later as they 
relate to the conceptual model. 
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THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
To support the consistency of the conceptual model 
to be presented as an estimation of recreation site value, 
the logic and relevance of rent theory will be examined 
as it relates to natural resource value and use. This 
presentation follows that as outlined by Wennergren and 
Fullerton (1969). 
Concept of economic rent 
The concept of economic rent has an evolutionary 
place in the development of economic theory and a historic 
role in dealing with questions related to the valuation of 
productive factors, especially natural resources such as 
land. Ricardo (1817), in his formulation of the rent con-
cept in relation to corn land values in England, is gener-
ally given credit for the initial effort. Ricardo's work 
argued that only the most fertile lands would be brou~ht 
into production and that with only one productive class 
of land no economic rent would accrue throu~h its use. 
However, rent would arise on these lands when increasing 
population and demand pressures produced increased product 
prices and resulted in less productive lands being brought 
into production. Ricardo (1817, p. 35) stated that: 
If all land had the same properties, if 
it were unlimited in quantity, and uniform in 
quality, no charge could be made for its use, 
unless where it possessed peculiar advantages 
of situation. If it only then, because land 
is not unlimited in quantity and uniform i~ 
quality, and because, in the progress of popu-
lation, land of an inferior quality or less 
advantageously situated is called into culti-
vation, that rent is ever paid for the use of 
it. When in the progress of society, land 
of the second degree of fertility is taken into 
cultivation, rent immediately commences on 
that of the first quality, ann the amount of 
that rent will depend on the difference in 
the quality of these two portions of land. 
When land of the third quality is taken into 
cultivation, rent immediately commences on the 
second, and it is re~ulated as before by the 
differences in their productive powers. At 
the same time, the rent of the first quality 
will rise, for that must always be above the 
rent of the second by the difference between 
the produce which they yield wi.th a given 
quantity of capital and labor. With every 
step in the progress of population, which shall 
oblige a country to have recourse to land of a 
worse quality, to enable it to raise its supply 
of food, rent on all the more fertile land 
will rise. 
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Thus, economic rent levels are determined relative to 
the least productive land and can be defined as the differ-
ence betw~n selling price and unit production costs in-
curred on the most productive land. 
Ricardo's explanation of economic rents assigns much 
importance to the differences in land quality but little 
attention was given the location factor. Petty and Von 
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Thunen (1966) emphasized this important factor when they 
observed the location effect of equally fertile lands more 
distant to the established markets. 
The modern concept of economic rent still defines a 
logical theory consistin~ of the differences between sell-
ing pr i ce and unit production costs expended in using the 
most productive resource. The difference in land rents 
may be explained by differences in quality, fertility, 
accessib i lity and location. 
Rent values in recreation resource use 
The implications of the economic rent concept and the 
respective factors which give rise to economic rent values 
are appl i cable to the problems of recreation resource val-
uation. The logic of their use in a recreation setting can 
be illustrated by the following model: 
Wn 
Location Rent 
WJ Variable - - --- - -- -- - - -
I 
wz 
I Use 
- -- -- ---
I I 
I I Cost 
wl -- - - I I 
t I I I 
wo I 
I I 
Fixed Cost 
0 
Dl Dz OJ l)n 
Figure s. Illustration of loc<Jtion rent 
where: 
D 
0 
D 
n 
the distance from various origins 
(0 1 ... On) to the site. 
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w 
0 
w 
n 
the variable use costs from the ori-
gin (0 1 ... On) to the site. 
the distance from the most dtstant 
use origtn to the site. 
the variablP use cost. 
the fixed cost of recreational use 
for the site. 
The rent generating factors are related to the vari-
able costs of distance associated with the site. Since 
points of origin are spatially related to the site, those 
origins most closely located extract an economic rent re-
lative to that origin most disadvantageously located with 
respect to the site. For example, recreationists living 
at an origin which is zero mi.les from the site, have fixed 
costs of OW 0 • At this origin, the variable-use costs are 
zero and recreationists, therefore, extract a rent in rela-
tion to the most distant ori~in which has a distance cost 
of w 
n 
The rent is equal toWn - W
0 
and is extracted for 
each unit of activity (the huntln~ trip). As the recrea-
tionist's point of ori~in moves outward from the site 
(say to o1 ), the fixed costs still remain constant, but 
the distance cost increases to W
0
W1 . The rent per unit of 
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activity at o1 is also extracted in relation to origin Dn 
with its distance cost of W . The rent is less than that 
n 
of the previous site since it is equal toWn - w1 . It can 
be seen that as distance increases, the rent per unit of 
activity decreases until at the most distant origin (ryn) 
there is no rent (Wn - Wn 0). 
As in the case of other applications of the rent mod-
el, recreation sites possess quality and location charact-
eristics similar to those related to agricultural lands 
used in the earlier formulation of the rent concept . They 
produce a commodity of value which is scarce in supply. 
Resource values may logically be generated on the basis of 
economic rental values arising from location and quality 
characteristics. That is, in the same sense that more pro-
ductive agricultural land extracts rents relative to less 
productive lands, higher quality recreation sites generate 
rents relative to lower quality sites. Furthermore, a re-
creation site located most advantageously to user ori~ins 
generates location rents or, conversely, user orieins lo-
cated less advantageously to a recreation site extract 
rents relative to those located less advantageously or more 
distant. The rent value for any given user origin is 
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expressed relative to the highest cost user origin and i s 
measured by the differences in their respective use costs. 
Quality implications in the conceptual model 
Reasons for site selection and the factors which give 
rise to a ranking of one site a bove another are explicity 
considered in the choice procedures of consumers . The re-
creation consumer is faced with a choice among various al-
ternative sites with each presenting different factors 
which affect his level of satisfaction. ~icholson (1967, 
p. 512) stated that: 
If a single consumer or producer at a 
single point in time pays, or is willing to 
pay, different prices for two different .grades 
of a particular commodity, the difference in 
price must represent a true difference in 
quality . For, if he knowingly pays more for 
one grade, he must consider it is worth just 
that much more to him than the other; and his 
assessment is sufficient. 
The recreationist is willing to pay higher prices for high-
er levels of quality which in turn generate a higher l evel 
of satisfaction . To do this, it is necessary to assume 
that there is no time implication in the selection process 
which would invalidate the previous proposition. Time is 
fixed in this sense, for if it were not it would be 
virtually impossible to guarantee that the difference in 
price represents a true difference in quality . 
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The quality effect can be considered by examining the 
conditions of utility maxi~ization under which selected re-
creation activity is consu~ed. An upward shift in the to-
tal utility curve is reflected directly in an upward shift 
in the marginal value curve for the good in guestion. 
Analytically, the same situation can be presented in recrea-
tion consumption. 
If a consumer faces two alternative deer hunting sites 
with different levels of quality, the quality differential 
is reflected in the marginal value utility curves for the 
two sites. The site of hi~hest quality has the higher mar-
ginal utility curve and can bs represented as follows: 
Marginal 
Value 
of 
Utility/ 
P.U.T. 
0 
Figure 6. Effect of quality on the mar~inal utility value 
curve for deer hunting 
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where: 
1. A equals marginal utility value curve for site A. , 
2. B equals the marginal value utility curve for site 
B. 
If a consumer faces a choice between sites • and B for 
deer hunting, and assuming that the use costs of both sites 
are equal, a consumer would be expected to prefer site B 
to site A. He would be expected to take more trips to site 
B than to site A. He would be expected to take more trips 
to site B than to site A since both sites would involve 
equal use cost (P0 ). From Figure 6, it can be seen that 
the difference in number of trips (OTBo - OTA0 ) taken be-
tween site B and site A can be considered an expression of 
quality advantage site B has over site A because both sites 
involve the same cost. 
Likewise, another situation is presented when site B 
is located at a greater distance from the origin where a 
higher price (P1 ) is incurred. A consu~er facing the same 
good with different levels of qu~lity and price holds the 
differential price to be a measure of quality. The differ-
ence in expenditure (variable use costs) between two re-
creation sites can be viewed as a measure of quality and 
is represented by P0 P1 in Figure 6. For a given level of 
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expenditure (trips), the consumer would be willing to pay 
OP1 - OP0 for higher quality sites. 
The concept of economic rent aids in explain i n~ the 
value placed upon land resources as well as many of the 
incentives that exist for resource ownership. It influences 
the allocation of land resources between individuals as 
well as between competing uses. The scope of the econo~ic 
rent concept not only applies to the payment made to the 
land by participating in the productive process as does 
any other production factor, but elements of economic rent 
can also be identified in the distribution of the cost re-
lated to the development, maintenance, and improvement of 
the quality found in the resource in question. 
In identifying the nature of economic rent Barlowe 
(1958, p. 156) suggested: 
Ricardo's explanation of the rent in terms 
of differences in land quality deals only with 
one factor that affects rent-paying capacity . 
Location is another important rent determinant . 
Thus, it is clear that in addition to the qualitv 
measures (productivity) already discussed, consideration 
must also be given to location factors. 
1. The location of an ori2in relative to its object-
ive market site can generate rents relative to the highest 
cost or no rent site. 
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2. Sites with differin~ productive canacity give 
rise to different quality or productivity rents. Then it 
would appear that total value of a resource is the oroduct 
of both a location and a quality or productivity rent. 
3. Recreation resources generate use values just as 
do agricultural resources anrl such values are of the same 
genera 1 type. 
Location value ls generated in the sense that if a 
selected recreation site for a given activity has various 
origins spatially distributed at different distances from 
the site, the closer the origin to the site the greater 
the advantage or location rent it enjoys relative to other 
origins. 
Explanatory variables 
A recent article by Lancaster (1966) presented a con-
ceptual approach to consumer theory which is somewhat a 
departure from traditional theory. He stated that: 
The chief technical novelty lies in breaking 
away from the trarlitional aoproach that goods are 
direct objects of utility and, instead, supposing 
that it ts the properties or characteristics of 
the goods from which utility is derived. 
(Lancaster, 1966, p. 133) 
Drawing on the ideas expressed by Lancaster, it is 
suggested that the site characteristics within a given 
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recreation site be incorporated into the consideration of 
recreation quality and the estimation of quality values. 
Quality values refer to the payment or retribution to 
the conditions under which the recreation activity is con-
sumed. These conditions involve the characteristics of the 
site which attract and accommoda t e users due to natural 
features of size, topography, production, etc., and as such 
represent quality factors which the consumer pays for in 
order to enjoy the recreation experience at the selected 
site. Variables which have been variously called oooortu-
nity, availability and accessibility in the demand formula-
tion for a specific recreational resource are included. 
Site characteristics 
Empirical application of the location model will be 
made later in this study using the Utah resident deer hunt. 
Variables or factors that are postulated to give a specific 
site advantage over another will be used to determine the 
significant components of site quality. These variables 
in general form are: 
1. Size of area. Deer herd units which enjoy a great-
er endowment of range should, ceteris paribus have an ad-
vantage in quality and thus a higher value and consumer 
attractiveness relative to its neighboring herd units. 
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The size of area relative to seasonal deer usage should in-
dicate some positive correlation with quality. Conceotual ly 
speaking, the differences in amount of su~mer and winter 
range are indicators of site quality . 
Summer range controls the production of the deer herd 
utilizing the area to the extent of providing a basis for 
production. However, its relation to winter range which 
controls the seasonal carryover of base animals is the most 
important in terms of long-term value. Inas much as site 
quality is production oriented, winter range should be 
found to positively influence the unit's activity due to 
an increased capacity for hunters. The winter months are 
the most critical times to the overall wellbeing of the 
deer herd. Abundant winter range will insure a great er 
survival and carryover of stock animals. This var ia bl e , 
when found in substantial amounts, should maintain th e 
herd produc tion and reduce the possibtllty of cyclical 
insta bility, For thesP. reasons, it is hypothesized that 
the size of area rela tive to su~er a nd wint er rang e wi ll 
be posit i vely correlated with site quality. 
2. Ownership of summer range. ~ost deer hunting 
activity is consumed on the summer range. The type of 
ownership found on this range could greatly influence the 
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degree of hunter accessibility and opportunity. Conceptu-
ally it would follow that public ownership is ~ore access-
ible than private and therefore, would have a positive ef-
fect upon site quality. 
3. Ownership of the winter range. The impact of a 
~rowing population and its urban sprawl intruding into pri~e 
agricultural areas and mar~inal lands adjacent to deer 
ranges is becoming increasingly acute. General human en-
croachment of the winter deer range greatly affects the 
overall well-being of the animals at a time when all avail -
able resources are needed just to ensure survival. It is 
postulated that the overall effect for deer hunting quality 
will be negative as the conversion of winter range from 
public to private ownership takes place. Competition for 
the lower slopes and lands adjacent to the cities usually 
does not contain provisions for the continuity of wildlife 
enhancement. Therefore, widespread private ownership of 
winter range should create a decrease in the level of hunt-
ing quality. 
4. Hunter success. As any method of valuation for a 
non-market priced resource requires the interaction of the 
hunter-consu~er and the resource, differences in perception 
of site characteristics may exist. For example, hi2h 
[! 
I 
I 
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hunter success at one site maybe more attractive to th e 
consumer. On the other hand, this increase in herd ~ortal-
ity could greatly decrease the production of the herd in 
future time periods, and therefore, decrease hunter activity 
and resource value. Hunter success is a good indicator of 
quality to the consumer in the short run, because his pur-
pose for taking the hunting trip is to kill a deer. Sites 
with a history of succ~ss ar~ pr~ferable and will most like-
ly gain more activity, thus giving the site a higher value. 
In general, hunter success defines the parameters of 
overall production for a deer herd and is of paramount im-
portance in establishing the rate of use of a given site. 
From the hunter-consumer point of view, sites having a 
long history of good success and/or sites that were highly 
successful in recent years are preferable and likely more 
valuable in both monetary terms and public regard. Tt l.s 
hypothesized that deer hunting quality will increase tn 
proportion to the level of hunt success. This variable, 
possibly more than any other, incorporates the broad spec-
trum of recreator attitudes toward preservation and mai.n-
tenance of the resource. In many instances, minimal in-
formation as to the expected or historical success can 
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directly influence site selection and the individual "will-
ingness to pay" of the hunting public. 
5. Non-resident Participation. Localized attitudes 
of society appear to sanction the belief that non-resident 
use of a recreation site adversely affects the quality of 
the resource for the resident users. Quality analysis has 
to cope with defining any economic irreversibility and de-
termine the point at which the quality value lost from re-
sidence use is greater than that gained from non-residence 
use. Where this line of demarcation is to be ~rawn is ~lf­
ficult to determine. It is postulated in this analysis 
that non-resident participation will be negatively cor-
related to site quality. The destruction of site quality 
relative to resident hunters results in the overall de-
struction of the econo~ic value of the recreational re-
source in the eyes of these same resident hunters. 
6. Length of the hunting season. Site quality is a 
function of the amount of recreation activity. The activ-
ity is enhanced by longer seasons as it is more apt to 
appear in greater volume in sites with longer hunting sea-
sons. It is postulated that quality value increases as the 
length of the season increases. This is due mainly to the 
increased probability of higher levels of activity. 
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7 . Deer kill per square mile of area. Wildlife pro-
duction is a declared purpose of the state's public re-
source administrators. This percept has guided most as-
pects of management primarily in the quantitative objec-
tive of supplying more hunting for more hunters. neer kill 
per square mile of area measures the efficiency of this ob-
jective as it incorporates other aspects of hunter success 
and site characteristics. As the area within the biological 
boundaries of the herd unit is ftxed, other intensive orac-
tices are required to chan~e this production ratio. Tt is 
hypothesized that given the deer herdsestablished area, the 
greater the number of kills in relation to the land bas e , 
the greater will be the quality value. 
8. Hunter congestion. Obviously, a major component 
of quality is the element of escape from public competition, 
the assurance of solitude, and the enjoyment of the recrea-
tion site without disturbance. The hunter maybe paying to 
recapture a qualitative value which is diminishing in some 
highly-populated areas. The emergence of vast numbers of 
hunters taking to the field during the limited hunting sea-
son introduces the concept of dis-utility due to overcrowd-
ing. This factor receives increasing emphasis today des-
pite increasing costs and other limitations to recreation 
capacity. 
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Overcrowded conditions at one si.te caused by clemand-
peaking conditions of opening days and weekends, could well 
encourage the hunter to seek an alternative site. There-
fore, it is postulated that a negative correlation should 
exist between the degree of crowding and quality . That 
is, as the number of hunters per square mile of dee r herd 
a rea increases, the value of site attributed to quality will 
decrease accordingly. 
9. Trophy production ability. A social consciousness 
attaches importance to the trophy-producing ability of a 
given hunting area. The primary objective of the hunting 
trip is to kill a deer with a trophy head. Tradition has 
endeared this aspect of hunting into the very heart of the 
society and changed a sport of basic food gathering to one 
of "luxury" and ego maximization. 
A site, which is able to produce bucks, and more ore-
ferably, bucks two and one-half years of age and 2reater, 
enjoys a distinct advantage over alt ernative sites due to 
an increased probability of getting a "big rack of horns." 
Therefore, it is postulated that the greater the probability 
of producing trophy-sized animals, the greater will be the 
leve l of quality. Positive correlation of this variable 
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with quality will afford the greatest oooortunity for 
surrogating the aesthetic appreciation applicable to the 
recreational hunting activity. 
10. Avera~gth of tri£. To so~e it is readily 
observable that the average length of the huntin~ trip ~ay 
not be a characteristic inherent to the hunting site . 
However, time plays an i~portant rol e in quality ~ea5ur~-
~ent, as greater travel distance requires greater amounts 
of time a nd greater still, a~ounts nf au•litv in orde r to 
maximize hunter utility. Tn this sense, this variable be-
comes an important site characteristic. & true cvna~ic 
test of the location model should contain so~e measure of 
the value of time at the margin. 
It ts hypothesized that, ceterus oarib~, the quality 
value of the experience will increase as the length of the 
hunting trip increases. 
The preceding quality propositions can be considered 
in the conceptual model as site characteristics whose sig-
nificance in wildlife management and envioronmental ethic 
is attracting attention. Tn summary, nasmann (1966, o. ~l) 
states the case for quality manage~ent: 
Today a new wage of int erest in conservation 
is sweeping across ~merica, bringing new chal-
lenges to all who have been professionally en-
gaged in conservation work. Tn the old conser-
vation movement, we were concerned with questions 
of quantity of natural resources, with saving 
e nough forestland, with producing enough wil0-
life, with keeping our farms yielding enough food 
to ~eet our needs . These old conservation oro-
ble~s have not entirely been solved, although 
we have made great progress. The n~w conserva t i on, 
however, is concerned not so much with quantity 
as with the qu~lity ... of the overall exoerience. 
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METHODOLOGY2 
Quality and location rents exist for land used in re-
creation activities and is a basis for determining resource 
value. The methodolo~y presented here estimates the total 
annual economic rent for a site and separates this value 
into component parts due to location and quality. 
A theoretical basis for this methodology lies in the 
fact that rent values related to total observed site activ-
ity includes both quality and location values. The method-
ology proposes a means of estimatin~ the total rent value 
and associated location value for a particular recreation 
site. The indicated residual of these two values is then 
attributed to site quality. Tn essence, the methodology 
replicates calculation of economic rents consistent with 
the rent model illustrated in the conceotual model. 
Observed distribution of activity table 
Table 1 reflects the distribution of activity between 
origins and sites as it might be observed for a given tyoe 
of recreation activity (deer hunting). The matrix form 
2Th is methodology was first developed by We nnergren 
and Fullerton (1969) and a later empirical test was made 
by Braulio Rodriguez (1970) . 
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indicates the combination of sites visited by hunters of 
various origins. Each cell indicates the number of trips 
from a given origin to a ~iven site. Table 1 represents 
a co~posite expression of these relationships. 
where: 
Table l. Observed distribut ion of act i vi ty 
-·--- - ---
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/Xnl Xn2 
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xn:n 
points of origin for peopl e coming to enjoy the 
selPcted recreation experience (where i = 1 to n) 
sites where people enjoy recreation experience 
(where j = 1 to m) 
the volume of observed activity between site i 
and origin j. This volume of activity is defined 
in terms of an established unit (trips, hunter 
days, etc . ) 
the total volume of activity (total number of 
trips) from any origin i. 
the total number of trips taken to a jth site . 
Expected value table 
The predetermined goal of this orocedures is to re-
flect distribution of activity among sites ~nd origins 
such that the distribution cost (variable trnvel cost) 
is minimized. 
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To obtain this information, a least-cost linear oro-
gra m is used. The solution discussed is a least-cost situ-
ation in which the known variables are: 
l. The different origins spatially distributed at 
different distances from alternative recreation sites. 
2. The variable travel cost from any origin to any 
recreation site. 
3. The total units of activity generated from any 
origin. 
4. The capacity of each recreation site. 
The programming procedure alters the distribution of 
the units of activity (trips) such that there exists a 
minimum cost in transoortation among all the recreation 
sites and origins. In essence, the programming orocedure 
takes the trips from the various origins to th~ variou~ 
sites as observed and hyPothetically reallocates the trios 
from the origins to a new distribution of sites. This new 
distribution of trips from origins to sites is based upon 
a least-cost distribution. Mathematically, it is as follows: 
S::l 
lo Let subscript i indicate the origin area (i=loon) 
20 Subscript j indicates the destination area (j=loo 
m) 
3 0 xi number of trips from origin i 
4 o x<l J capacity of site 
50 x i j nu-nber of trips from ori~in i 
6o cij per unit transportation cost 
to site 
7 0 c total cost of transportation 
So, given: 
Xij is found for all i and which minimizes 
c 
n 
n 
i=l 
m 
~ 
j=l 
subject to these restrictions 
xi 
d 
xj 
n 
E 
i=l 
m 
.E xij j=l 
n 
r; xij 
i=l 
m 
xl = ~ 
j=l 
xilo 
to si.te i 
fro-n origin 
The underlyin~ reasons for applying this procedure to 
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the situation in which activity a~ong sites and origins is 
at a minimum cost is as follows: 
1. There are two arrays in which the first reoresents 
a ll possible origins and the second represents all sites 
which have provided recreation experience for the origins 
in question. These are combined in matrix for~. 
2. The same recreation activity is offered at any of 
the sites. This implies the assumption that the recrea tion 
"commodity" (deer hunting) is in a sense ho.,ogen<>ous . 
3. The total demand from any origin is expressec i n 
terms of an established unit of activity (nu.,ber of trips). 
4. Site capacities are defined in terms of the same 
units which are used to define demand. 
5 . Variable travel and on-site costs from any origin 
to any site are known. This cost can be expressed in terms 
of the total mileage per unit, (cost per mile per unit, 
etc . ) depending on the conditions under which the res ea rch 
is conducted . 
6. Assuming there is only a single best route connect-
ing sites and origins, it is possible to relate origins to 
the demand for any site such that distribution cost among 
sites and origins will be minimized. To accomplish this, 
it is necessary to establish a least-cost distribution of 
expected activity . The expected value table has the 
followin? fea tures: 
Ta bl <> ? ex pected distr ibut i on of a ctivity 
r .---,- .. 
Sm 
I c"' 
Bl 
x2o2 xo I 23 ! 
- -1 
Bz I 
I 
I ----------+----~---+---+---+--~--~-4--~---- --· ·- ·-i 
-- ·-·-
where: 
Oi the same origins defined in the observed table 
(i "' l to n) 
S. the same sites defined in the observed table 
J 
(j ltom) 
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Bi = the same amount of activity defined in the pre-
vious table of observed activity which is distributed at 
a ~inimum cost (i = 1 to n) 
C = is the capacity established for any site j de-j 
fin in terms of the units of activity. (j 1 to m) 
Xij = the amount of activity from origin i to site 
(i = 1 to n and j = l to ~) which is determined by the 
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least-cost progra'llming procedure for the recreation acti.v-
ity (visits) among sites j and origin i. This amount of 
activity is defined i n terms of the sa~e unit used to de-
ftne capacity and demand (trips). 
Calculat ion of economic rents and quality residual 
Both the observed and expected value tables must be 
arranged as follows: 
1. In both tables for a selected siteS ., the origins 
J 
are ranked according to the distance from the selected site . 
Thus, for site Sj, origins o1, o2 , and n 3 . ('In have to 
be ordered according to distance. It maybe assumed that 
o1 is the nearest origin, and On the most distant. 
2. Calling w1 , w2 , and 1.r3 ... Wn the cost of trans-
portation from origin 01, 0 2 . On to site SJ., and "2:1, 
z2 Zn, the total volume of activity for origins 01, 
o2 on to site s1 ; and Ml' M2 ... Mn the rent per 
unit for the site with respect to the origins o1 , 0 2 
On. In order to calculate the total resource value, this 
procedure is applied first to the observed value table as 
follows: 
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\-I wl Ml Ml zl Nl n 
wn wz Mz Mz 22 N2 
Wn - wn 0 0 zn = 0 
------
n 
~ N. 
i=l 1 
where: 
N1 the total rent per origin i . 
n 
E Ni = the total r e nt value for all ori~ins as s oc i -
i=l 
ated with site s1 . 
3. Following the same procedure for the expected 
value t able, the location rent for the site in question i s 
n 
obtained. I: Yi is the total location rent for s1 in 
i=l 
ques tion . 
n n 
4. Having L N1 as the total rent value and .E Y1 i =l i =l 
as the location rent value, the value a ttributed to the 
quality factors is obtained by subtraction . That is : 
n n 
where: 
Q1 the total annual rent value due to quality for 
site s1 . 
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The rationale for the methodological procedure is tha t 
th e ~ ite tot Al rent value is comoosed of location And ~ual­
ity components . Thus, the observed table and its associ-
ated rent value contains both location and quality values. 
The redistribution of hunter activity in a least-cost 
~anner as expressed in step 2, and which gives rise to the 
expected value table, defines the allocation of hunter 
activity which would be expected if location were the only 
criteria used in selecting alternat i ve hunting sites. 
Conceptually, hunters motivated only by cost or distance 
consi.deration would follow a least-cost pattern of site 
usage without concern for quality. Therefore, the value 
generated by the least-cost distribution can logically 
be attributed to location . Since the observed activity 
table contAins both quality and location values, the sub-
traction of the location value leaves a residual value 
which c a n be attributed to site quality. 
Importance of the caoacity constraint 
The capacity of a recreation site is the single great-
e st deter~inant of the site's total economic value, this 
being due to economics and dis-economics associated with 
population density. Misinterpretation can severely alter 
present and future values and their respective analysis. 
Capacity for a given site may be defined in several 
ways. Site caoacity (number of hunting trios taken fro~ 
various origins to a site) is used as the constraint in 
the least-cost allocation process. It is exoressed in 
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this analysis as the observed activity. It could be very 
easily exoressed in hunter days, trips standardized by some 
quality comoonent, or ideally by biological controls. But 
for the oresent purpose, it is said to equal the total a-
mount of observed activity statistically sampled at the 
site. 
If in some way capacity is underestimated, then rlurine 
the least-cost distribution trips from nearby orieins will 
be forced to other more distant sites. For the system, 
this would tenn to increase the location value and under-
estimate the quality value as sim~ltaneously, the location 
value of alternative sites would be raised. 
Capacity is a function of the overall production of 
the site and as such may be highly intercorrelated with 
certain characteristics associated with quality rent pro-
duction. The capacity is expressed in the units of activi-
ty (hunter trips) and as the quality values are a function 
of distance, a degree of intercorrelation may exist between 
the site characteristics of quality and these units. Such 
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an interdependency must be removed before any pure effect 
of the site characteristics on site quality can be identi-
fied and tested statistically. Deterioration in thts said 
quality value does not come about suddenly, but rather 
gradually; therefore, capacity is ftxec for a given ti~e 
period a nd may be of little importance apart from peak de -
~and days. It is su22ested, however, that there is a ~uch 
greater flexibility due to physical limitations to capacity 
than is often consid ered. Any degree of accuracy obtained 
in predicting site quality can only lo~ically be obtained 
after capacity is removed. The main difference in the 
quality-capacity relationship is that one quality is ex-
pressed in differential variable cost, whereas caPacity is 
expressed in terms of total units of activity (trips). 
DATA COLLECTION AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
The data for the study wer e collected from two ma-
jor sources. 
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1. Mail questionnaire. Data were collected f r om mail 
questionnaires distributed to resident Utah hunters follow-
i ng the 197 0 deer hunting season. A tot ~ l of 4104 ques-
tionnaires were sent to a sample of hunters drawn random-
ly from a master sample of approximately 30 ,000 which wa s 
previously randonly selected from holders of 1970 deer 
hunting licenses by the Utah Department of Natural Re-
sources, Wildlife Resources Division. A total of 2033 
questionnaires were returned and used in the study. This 
represents a 49 . 6 percent return. 
The data gathered from the mail questionnaires were 
used in the linear program and is consistent with the meth-
odology section to develop estimates of resource value. 
Information was obtained as to the hunter's city origin, 
the various herd units (sites ) hunted during the season, 
the number of trips taken to each unit a nd other trip ex-
penses (cost of ammunition, cost of lodging) . Additional 
information pertaining to occupa tion a nd income was also 
gathered from the questionna ire. However, these l a tter 
data were not used as it was not responded to in any de-
gree of accuracy. 
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Standardized distances from origins to sites were cal-
culated by the use of a hand-operated odometer utilizing 
the most direct routes as measured on a published road map . 
A common, centrally-located point within each herd unit 
was used as a common measuring point in calculating mil e-
age to that herd unit (site). To reflect in-site travel 
by out-of-site hunters, a constant mileage was added to all 
out-of-site hunters . This constant was equal to the aver-
age i n-sit e travel distance of all hunters from origins 
within the site boundaries. The major cities used in ca l-
culating the standard distances and their respective cal -
culations of in-site travel are shown in Table 3 . 
The variable cost of travel was independently estima-
ted at $.10 per mile travelled . This figure is consistent 
with standard rates as established by various businesses 
and the Internal Revenue Service. It contains no provi-
sions for time costs of travel a nd the opportunity costs 
of a lterna tive hunting sites. 
2 . Utah Division of Natural Resources Investigations. 
After derivation of the quality residuals for each site, 
techniques of regression were used to determine the 
Table 3. Average miles traveled from the mai n city in each deer unit to the hunting si~~ 
- -
-- ~ - -~-
Herd Herd Herd 
Unit Major City Mileage Unit Major City Mileage Unit Major City Mileage 
1 Kel ton 30 26 Vernal 22 49 Marysvale 30 
2 Round Valley 30 27-a Duchesne 21 50 Circleville 30 
3 Avon 30 27-b Drager ton 24 51-a Angle 32 
4 Benson 28 28-a Bonanza 26 51-b Boulder 20 
5 Woodruff 20 28-b Sego 30 52 Hanksville 25 
6 Croyden 17 29 Lawrence 21 53 Oak City 20 
7 Ogden 18 30-a Moab 26 54 Centerfield 30 
8 Porterville 12 31-a Monticello 28 55 Flowell 30 
9 Farmington 20 31-b'' Natural Bridges 31 56-a Mander field 25 
lO Holliday 20 32 Scofield 20 56-b Greenville 24 
ll Lark 20 33 Watts 28 56-c Symeths 30 
12 Grantsville 20 34 Huntington 29 57-a Panquitch lO 
13 Jericho 20 35 Orangeville 28 57-b Parawan 15 
14 Eureka 27 36 Ferron 30 58 Springdale 20 
15 Pleasant Grove 22 37 Tucker 35 59 Glendale 16 
17 Mapleton 23 38 Milburn 14 60-a Kanab 35 
18 Thistle 13 39 Ephriarn 20 60-b Escalante 30 
19 Pineview 20 40 Mayfield 20 61-a New Harmony 25 
20 Woodland 14 41 Payson 20 61-b New Castle 20 
21 Wallsburg 16 42 Wales 22 61-c Enterprize 25 
22 Roosevelt 20 43 Salina 22 62-a Knolls 30 
23-a Soldier Springs 20 44 Fremont 13 62-b King Canyon 30 
23-b Tabiona 20 45 Fremont Junction 19 62-c Squaw Spring 35 
24* Hayden Peak 20 46 Lyman 25 
25 Manillo 20 47 Annabe lla 30 
*In the unit where there were no cities, a major geographical feature was us ed to measure th e standardized 
mileage . 
-----
I 
I 
0' 
0 
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inde pe nd ent variables which expla in the variation in qual-
ity among the 74 hunting sites in Utah. The form of thi s 
relationship is represented mathematically by: 
Y = f (Xi) 
where: 
Y the response or depend e nt variable (quality) 
the assumed form of the function (i. e. , l i nea r, 
quadratic, etc.) 
Xi = the ith independent varia ble (i = l ... n) 
The data used in the above analysis were obtained from 
the Utah Division of Natural Resources through direct inter-
view and access to their independent investigations. 
Oa t a were collected pertaining to the following cate-
gories : 
1. Herd unit size. 
2. Range ownership. 
3. Hunter success. 
4. Hunter congestl.on . 
5. Administrative policies . 
The data collected from this source reoresented a cross 
section of hunter questionnaires, checking station inter-
views, and fi e ld surveys made entirely by thP Utah Division 
of Natural Resources and their professional staff. All 
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data applied to observations from the 74 herd units . Th e s e 
unit s ar e consistent with those a s e sta blished by th e 
Division administration. 
The data gathered from this source are found in the 
Appendix, Table 15, alon~ with th e marh e ma tica l f or mul a ti on 
o f th e va riables . 
The d a ta gathere d from the first source and us ed i n 
the linea r programming procedures were ke pt in t e rms o f th e 
s ampl e size with no expansion to state totals until af t e r 
a ll a na lysis was complet ed. 
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RESULTS OF TH I': STUDY 
Estimations of quality and location rents were made 
for 73 deer hunting units in Utah. The distribution of the 
units hunted and those for which the location and quality 
values were made is consistent with those units as estab-
lished by the Utah Division of Natural Resources. Individ-
ual estimates of quality and location value were made for 
a ll hunting units with the exception of Unit 30-b, the La 
Sol-Dolores region . Statistical sampling did not record 
any activity in 1970,although administr3tive personnel re-
port moderate usage. 
To avoid unnecessary duplication, illustration of the 
procedure for deriving quality and location values for a 
site or herd unit will be presented for one herd unit only. 
The estimates for the remainin~Z sites are presented in the 
Appendix, Table 14. 
Herd Unit 1 (Box Elder), which includes all of the 
area in northern Utah on and adjacent to the Pro~ontory 
and Raft River Mountains, will be used in illustratin~ the 
methodology used in the analysis. All estim~tes are based 
on th~ sample data to reduce rounding error and fluctuation 
in values to be used in subsequent multiple regression 
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analysis . The sample data are not expanded to state totals 
at this point. A co~plete sample estimation of al l si t e 
values will be presented later in Table 5, with the tot a l 
state estimations found in Table 13. 
From the mail questionnaire, the volume of activity 
from various origins to the sit e (Herd Unit l ) was observed. 
This volume of activity is report ed in Ta ble 4. Column 
shows the various origins huntin~ at Unit 1.. Column 2, 
the adjus ted round trip mileage travelled by hunters from 
the various origins to Unit l, is listed according to 
distance. Taking th~ most distant origin (in this case St. 
George) as the marginal origin, Column 3 is formed by sub-
tracting the distance of each of the intermediate origins 
from the St. George distance. This gives the location ad-
vantage in miles of each origin hunting in Herd Unit 1 re-
lative to the most distant origin reporting use. Column 5 
is the translation of th e location advantage to value by 
multiplying this advantage by the level of activity, Column 
4, and by $.10, the assumed travel cost per unit . This 
gives the rent value produced at site l by each ori~in. 
The sum of these rents per origin gives the total a nnual 
economic rent value associated with the Box Elder unit. 
This sample total value is $4,176 .00. 
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Table 4 , Total econOI'IItc, locatton and quality rente for reltdent deer huntlng , Unlt l, Box F.ldPr 1070 
F 
(A) Ob .. rved Act lvlty (P.) Leut·Coat Actlvlty 
Loc:atlon Total Location Location 
Adjuated Milea Adv.lntage I o f Re nt / Orlgln Advantage I of Rent l orlgtn 
Origin (Round Trip) (Htlu) Trip• J $.1011111 (Hllea) Tripi @ $ .10 / ml 
Yo1t 10 886 $89.00 128 $13.00 
Hendon 88 808 1 81 . 00 
Fielding 88 808 1 81.00 50 10 . 00 
llcar River 120 776 1 78 .00 
ttonc yvllle 120 758 1 78.00 
Promontory 138 439 I 76.00 
Kent I worth 187 698 I 4 1,00 
Brtgh.1m City 198 687 9 682.00 
Richmond 209 686 I 69 .00 
Loga n 210 670 4 274 . 00 
Roy 226 670 2 IJ4.00 
!loope r 226 670 1 67.00 
Clinton 226 670 I &7.00 
Su n•e t 226 670 I 67.00 
Syracuee 226 670 2 1)4.00 
Ogden 240 6S6 13 853.00 
Liberty 26S 6ll I 63.00 
TrcnlOnton 18S 711 2 142.00 
Bount iful 304 S92 I 59 .00 
C.1rland IHS )II 2 2)5.00 
Cente rv llle 304 S92 I 58,00 
Salt La ke Clty 308 588 4 58.00 
Ke arn• 320 S16 I 111.00 
Grange r 320 S70 I 222.00 0.00 
Kayeville 342 SS4 2 55.00 
L><k 342 SS4 • 54.00 Or em 348 S48 I 51.00 
Leht 360 516 54.00 
Manila 609 207 57.00 
St, George 896 0 
I 7.00 Huntavllle 70 68 
Cleveland 102 )6 63 127.00 
6i t4l76.00 6i $257:00 
Quallty lent (A .. B) • $3919.00 
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To calculate the location value, the observed trip 
ac tivity was reallocated on the basis of minimum variable 
travel cost distribution. The B section of Table 4 gives 
information as to the distribution of activity between the 
observed origins and Unit 1 such that the cost of hunter 
transportation is at a minimum . This method defines the 
distribution of trips among origins related entirely to 
location. The quality factors related to the activity a r e 
l eft out. Calculation of the rents based on the expected 
distribution of activity gives an estimate of the location 
value. In the Box Elder case, the sample value is $257.00. 
It should be noted that the number of origins using the 
site decreases in this stage. This occurs as origin activ-
ity is reallocated to their respective minimum cost sites. 
To obtain the quality value relative to the total 
annual economic rent, the locat~on rent is subtracted from 
the total rent value. In this case, the sample quality 
value is $4,176.00- 257 .00 = $3,919.00. 
Based upon the sample total economic rent, the highest 
values for resident deer hunting were found in Unit 2 
(Cache), 17 . 9 percent; Unit 1 (Box Elder), 6.0 percent; 
Unit 6 (Lost Creek), 4.4 percent; and Unit 31-a (San Juan-
Blue Mountain), 3.9 percent of the total value respectively. 
Units 29, 60-b and 62-a were found to have the lowest values, 
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each representing 0.00 percent of the total; Units 62-b, 
62-c, (the remainder of the West Desert) followed closely 
with each representing 0.2 percent of the total value. 
The sample total value for the state was $69 , 691. 00 . 
Of the tota l quality value, Unit 2 (Cache) again had 
the highest value with 19.0 percent of the t ota 1. Units 
1 a nd 6 followed with 6.6 percent and 4.9 percent r espec-
tively. The lowest quality values were found in Units 56-b 
(South Beaver ) and 62-a (West Desert), each displayi ng a 
-0.1 percent. Units 29 and 60-b were found to have no 
quality value . 
In order to explain the reasons that made Unit 
(Cache) appear with the highest quality rent value, one 
must view the basis on which the calcula tions were made 
and the variables which are important in explain i.r.g quality. 
The Cache Unit had the highest number of observed 
trips with 220. The most distant origin found to be util-
izing this unit was 656 miles away. There was one trio 
taken from this origin (see Appendix, T~ble 14 ). In ex-
pressing the location rent value, the farthest dist a nce 
traveled from any origin to Unit 2 was 115 miles. The 
difference i.n mileage and the number of trips t a ken a bove 
the minimum necessary to minimize the cost of distribution 
is one important reas on for the higher quality value a nd 
is a n expr ession of the quality. 
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A similar situation arises in the expl a na tion of the 
lower quality value. It is observed that the farthest dis-
t a nce travaled to Unit 56-b (South Beav ~r) wa s 198 miles . 
On the other hand, the greatest distance traveled for the 
leas t-cost distribution was 313 miles . The difference 
he re is expr essed relative to alternative hunting sites 
a nd their respective capacities. This is consistent with 
the logic and theory advanced by Von Thunen (1966) . As 
the capacity at one site fills to the maximum, the "spill 
over" i s forced to go to that alternative site judged to 
be the next best in terms of variable transportation cost. 
As this si te a pproaches capacity, the identical situation 
occurs again until all hunters are placed at a hu~ting 
site. Occurrances of the capacity constraint are seen not 
only in the linear programming distribution, but thi s phe-
nomena can also be identified in the observed data. Salt 
Lake City was observed to reach "c a pacity" in the fir s t 
distance zone and then shift its spillover to the second. 
Similar situations, although not so pronounced, were ob-
served in other major origins (those origins containing 
major amounts of population) in the state. 
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Table 5 summarizes the location and quality values 
a s a percentage of the total site value. Of the total eco-
nomic rent, the quality value represented 85 percent and 
the loca tion 15 percent. Unit 56-b (South Beaver), which 
ranked very low in total economic rent, had the highest 
portion of its value represented by location rent. This 
value was 134 percent of the total and explains the nega -
tive sign given the quality value. However, Unit 56-b 
s eems to be an atypical case. This presence of a nega tive 
qua lity va lue seems related to three factors: 
1. The site's proximity to population centers ca us ing 
people to travel greater distances in the least-cost dis-
tribution . 
2. The absence of quality factors which attract 
hunt ers. 
3. The quality values are directly related to the 
assigned capacities and this major determinant of quality 
was allowed to vary among the various sites. 
Additional high location va lues were observed i n Units 
20 (Ka ma s), 88 percent; Unit 43 ( Sa lina) , 82 percent; Unit 
14 (East Tintic), 81 percent; and Unit 25 (Daggett), 63 
percent. 
Units 60-a (Paunsaugant) and 61-b (Dixie--West Pine 
Valley ) , situated in the extreme southern part of the state 
T•ble ) . Percentages of l ocation and quali ty rent • for 
7l deer hunt1ns unlts 1n Utah, l9 70 
Total 
QaaalltJ Locatlon Econo.lc. 
~ Parc.ent Va lue Percent Rent Herd Unlt 
1 Bo• Uder 1919.00 
2 Cac.he 11329 . 00 
3 Mantua ll55.00 
4 Welhvilla 345.00 
S Wood ruff 723.00 
6 Loat Cuek 2906 . 00 
7 Ogden River 1191.00 
8 Eaat Can.yor; 1206 .00 
9 Dav h County 360.00 
10 Salt L.:~ke 287.00 
11 Heuton. 589 .00 
12 St.ansbury 1070.00 
13 Ht. Vernon. 943.00 
14 East Tln tlc. 24.00 
U Tlmpanogu 607.00 
17 Hobble Creek 1172 .00 
11 Dlaeond fork 687.00 
lt Coalville 1828.00 
10 K.:~~au 279.00 
21 Heber 1347.00 
21 Lake fork 10H.OO 
21· • Aventoquln 726.00 
2l· b Currant Creek 1622.00 
24 Bl aclr.a f o rk 10).00 
25 Dagset 2)0.00 
26 A.ah1ey-Vernd 594. 00 
27-a Hlnnle Head 272.00 
27-b Range Cr etk 169.00 
28-a Book Cllfh - No. 3SO.OO 
28-b Book C11fh-So . 169 .00 
29 . San Ra£.1el .00 
30 Lasa 1 ~ltn. 1656 .00 
ll· a San J uon.-::nue Htn. 1820.00 
l l·b 'San Junn-Elk aidga 208 .00 
)2 Price Ri ver 604 .00 
Jl Corden Creek 105.00 
l4 Hu ntlnston 159 . 00 
)5 J oa'a Valley 117 . 00 
36 Huddy-Ferron 136.00 
37 Lab Fol'lr. Sl5 .00 
31 Fainiev 668.00 
]9 Eph ral111 422.00 
40 Twelve Mila 287.00 
41 Nebo Htn . 1839.00 
42 South Nebo 1826 .00 
43 Sa llna 202 .00 
44 Fish L11ke 220 .00 
45 Last Chance 112 . 00 
46 1000 Lakea 152.00 
48 Monroe nn. 288 . 00 
49 Ha~tyiVale 292.00 
SO A.n tblony 105.00 
51-a Boulder Htn . ) 43 . 00 
Sl-b Boulder, Sooth 64 .00 
52 Henry Htft. .00 
51 Oak Cl'eek 446 . 00 
!54 F11l1110 r e 69.00 
55 kano•h 788 . 00 
56-a North Beaver 574. 00 
56-b South Beaver -60.00 
S6- c Mineral Range 654.00 
, •• Parowan, Cottoi'IVood 803.00 
"~b Pa~rov an, Main Cyn. 1322 . 00 
sa Weat Zton 1265.00 
59 Eaat Zion 157.00 
60-a Paunun1ant 151.00 
60-b Kalp.noviu . 00 
61·• Obit , E. l" ine•iev 51J . OO 
61-b Dldt, W. Pine v iew 626.00 
61 · c. Dlxle, Terry Ox-•iew 669 .00 
62· • Vest Dtur t - 16 . 00 
62- b West Desert 159 . 00 
62-c West Oeurt 112.00 
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a nd distant from most major population centers had quality 
rents which represented 99.0 percent of their tot a l eco-
nomic rents. Units 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 13, 15, 17, 18 , 24, 33, 
etc., showed similar high quality and low location values . 
In general, the model provides what appears to be 
consistent results in distinguis~ing between location a nd 
quality values. It suggests that quality values are the 
most important in determining the total value for deer hunt-
ing in Utah. Also, the model is capable of generating 
negative values when faced with an absence of quality fact-
ors . 
Statistical components of site quality 
The quality variable, as it is used in the rent model, 
relates to the quality of the activity found in a given 
herd unit. The estimates resulting from the model are de-
signed to measure a given level of activity as it reflects 
quality differences among sites. In order to accomplish 
the objective, it is necessary to concentrate on the total 
3 
system and its characteristics, rather than the activity 
3
system is used throughout this study to refer to the 
collection of deer hunting areas. Site will be used tn a 
more specific sense to refer to an individual deer hunting 
area. 
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undertake n . With this objective in mind, the followin g 
model was postulated for the system a s a whole: 
where: 
the number of hunting sites ( ' = 1-74). 
Xi the independent variables observed at the ith site. 
Qi th e total quality rent per trip observed f ro~ the 
ith site. The independent variables were classified on the 
ba s is of size, ownership, hunter success, congestion a nd 
administration criteria. 
X1 = the amount of summer range in the ith hunting 
site expressed in square miles. 
x2 = the amount of winter range in the ith hunting 
site expressed in square miles. 
x10 = the land area of the ith hunting site. 
Ownership 
x3 = the amount of summer range in public ownersh i p 
in the ith hunting site. 
X4 = the amount of summer range in private ownership 
in the ith hunting site. 
x5 = the amount of summer range in state ownership 
in the ith hunting site. 
x6 = the a~ount of winter range in public ownership 
in the ith hunting site. 
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x7 = the amount of winter range in orivate ownership 
in th e i th lount ing site. 
x8 = the amount of winter range owned by the Utah 
Civision of Natural Resources in the ith hunting site. 
Hunter success 
x12 = the ratio of the numb~r of buck deer t ake n by 
resid e nt hunters and the total land area in the ith hunting 
site. 
x13 = the ratio of the number of doe deer taken by 
resident hunters and the total land area in the ith hunt-
ing site. 
X15 = the ratio of the number of buck deer taken by 
non-resident hunters and the total land area at the ith 
hunting site. 
x16 = the ratio of the number of doe deer taken by 
non-resident hunters and the total land area at the ith 
hunting site. 
x17 = the ratio of the percent resident hunter success 
and the numbe r of trips taken to the ith hunting site. 
X18 = the ratio of the percent non-resident hunter 
success and the number of trips taken to the ith hunting 
site. 
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x19 = the ratio of the number of buck deer, two a nd 
one-half years of age or greater taken by resident hunters 
a nd the number of trips taken to the ith huntin~ sit e . 
x20 = the ratio of the number of buck deer, two an~ 
one-half years f age or greater taken hy non-resid e nt 
hunt e rs a nd the nu~ber of trips taken to th e ith hunt i ng 
si t e. 
Congestion 
x11 = the ratio of the nu~ber of r esident hunt er s a -
field and the total land area at the ith hunting site. 
x14 = the ratio of the number of non-resident hunters 
afield and the total land area at the ith hunting s ite. 
Administrative 
x9 = the length in days of the hunting season of the 
ith site as established by State Wildlife administrators . 
An additional variable that is not directly a char-
acteristic of the site was added to establish the rel ~ tion-
ship of time to quality . This variable was x21 , the ratio 
of the average length of the hunting trip expressed in 
days and the number of trips taken to the ith hunting site. 
Multiple regression estimation procedures were used 
to determine the statistically significant components of 
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qua lity. The hypothesized ~od e l was examined on th e basis 
of the distribution of the residuals, the statistical sig-
nificance of the partial regression coefficients~ the s ign 
of the partial regression coefficients, and a consid er a ti on 
of the Amount of the variation explained by the model as 
expressed by its coefficient ot multiple determination (R2). 
All independent variables were examined for significant 
i nterrela tionships with other independent variables in the 
model. This was accomplished by exa~ining the simple 
correlation coefficients between indeoendent vari ables. 
simple correlation coefficient of .7 0 or greater5 between 
two indepenrlent variables was considered as a high ~ nter-
correlation between the two. 
A stepwise deletion mode was used. Independent vari-
ables explaining very little of the total multiple coeffi-
cient were removed from the model due to their low 
4A F-tes t is conducted on each of the partial regres-
sion coeffici ents and if the coefficient is statistically 
different from zero at a probability of .90 or more, th e 
partial regression coefficient is considered significant. 
5The selection of r ~ .70 as an indication of a high 
intercorrelation between two variables is both arbitrary 
and incomplete. It is incomplete because the two simple 
correlation coefficient measures only the linear rela tion-
ship between two variables. It is arbitrary because there 
is no way of determining whether a simple correlation 
coefficent is high or not in terms of one variable's 
effect on a nother in the rent model. 
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contributions to the model sum of square s . In this wa y, 
independent variables exhibiting a high interrelationship 
were re-examined as to their correlation coefficient and 
significance level and ultimately removed from the model. 
The above procedure was utilized in examining each 
model. On the basis of this examination, a final model was 
selected for the total system. 
Statistical analysis of the quality variables 
One of the objectives of the study was to expla in site 
quality through variations in various site characteristics. 
It can be seen in preceeding sections that a difference 
exists in quality found at various deer hunting sites. 
This statistical analysis documents the evidence. 
In the primary stages of the stepwise regression, a ll 
variables were included in the model. Table 6 is an ana l-
ysis of variance for this initial model before furth er step-
wise de letion removed variables. In this initial effort 
using the F-test (F(l,49, 1_ . 9o)= 2 .84) for significa nce 
only Xzl (the number of bucks two a nd one-half years of age 
or greater taken by residents) was found significant. The 
correlation matrix (Table 7 indicated that part of this 
insig~ificance was due to intercorrelation among variables. 
For example, x11 (the number of hunters per square mile of 
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Table 6 . Ana lysis of variance and ~ans f or deer h unt i ng site quali ty 
Source of Degree• He an hrthl St•ndard Aver as• Rank of 
V•rl• t l on of Squ•r• F- 1\atlo Coefficie nt Coefficient Coefficie nt Signlfic•nc freedo.n 
., - 141.192 - .5819 -5646.680 -27926.1 268.54 2J 
x2 -141.195 -. 5819 ·5646. 700 -58154 . 9 112 . 94 22 
., 885 . 186 1. 5149 - 104 . 815 -.7 572 . 752 7 8 
•• 
587 . 277 1. 0050 ·81.0020 -. 5711 .20788 10 
., 416.859 . 7134 -102 . 057 - . 1ll0 . 0]]5 IS 
•• 
159 . 226 . 2725 12 .20) . 0941 . 5887 18 
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'8 761.1)8 1.01]6 306 . 092 .0900 . 0025 
•• S0 . 2S7 , 0860 -. 3881 -. 0297 10.]5 19 
1 to ·341 . 194 - .5839 5646.6900 67744.8 601.48 21 
•n 23.))0 . 0399 .3787 • • OH6 6 . 015 20 
•u 528 . lSO . 9042 -3 . 506 • • 1966 2 . 3106 11 
'" 
985 . 766 1.6870 10.649 . 2336 . 8918 
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"" 
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'" 
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Coaat•nt (10 ) ll4.2UO 26 . 9]] 
a
2 
• • 759 
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area) was intercorrelated with x12 (the number of bucks 
taken by resident hunters per square ~ile) at .848. This 
indicated that these variables were not entirely independ-
ent as one was a subset of the other and vice versa. 
Further stepwise deletion of variables was undertaken. 
Each independent variable was taken in turn to determine 
the extent to which it explains variation in site quality 
of deer hunting. Those contributing the least to the total 
model sum of squares were removed from the model . In this 
way, results consist ent with the ~ priori expectation that 
quality value of a deer hunting site is some function of 
the site's individual characteristics were obtAined. 
The significant variables arising from this model are 
listed in Table 8, with the resulting analysis stated as 
follows: 
1. x19 . The number of bucks two and one-half years 
of age or greater taken by resident deer hunters per trip 
is the most important variable in terms of explaining vari-
ations in sit e quality. It was found to be statistically 
significant at the .0005 level on the basis of the F-test. 
In terms of correlation with the various independent vari-
ables, no important dependency exists. However, there was 
a positive correlation (.75) with the dependent variable, 
Table 8. Analysis of variance for prediction of deer hunting site quality 
- -
l, Source Degrees Mean F- Level of of of Partial Standard Average 
~ariat ion Freedom Square Ratio Significance Coe f fie ien t Coefficient Coefficient 
xl, 
I 
1 427 18 . 84 81.849 .ooos 821 9.0516 .6978 l. 9766 
xl7 1 7856.65 15.053 .0005 817 -2824.07 -.5699 .00418 
:I x21 1 8206.6 15.724 .0005 823 1504.219 . 6243 .0124 I• 
I: xl2 
1 4130 . 95 7.915 .01 Bl2 -4 . 9006 -. 2 748 2. 3106 
1: 
xl3 1 3215.03 6.159 .025 813 11.3676 .2493 .8918 
II 
x14 1 2638.38 s.oss .OS 814 37.056 .7964 .5640 
l x3 1 3184.98 6.102 .02 5 B3 -25.8839 -.1869 I .7527 I i 
xl6 l 1583.01 3.033 .10 816 -88. 5084 -. 6066 I 
.1500 
- --
Model 8 10012.76 lb 15.0065 
Error 62 52 1.921 
TOTAL 70 1606.588 R2 = .713 
!Increa se 
' in 
R2 a2 
. 563 .563 
.569 .006 
.636 .067 
.645 .009 
.657 .012 
.673 .016 
.698 .025 
.713 : .015 
-
"' 0 
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quality rent per trip. It should be noted that the coef fi-
cient of x19 relative to site quality is positive. Thus, 
in general, the tests are consistent with the hypothesis 
that more bucks of trophy age are associated with a high er 
value of quality at the different sites. 
2. x17 . Another significant result contained in 
Table 8 concerns the percent of resident hunter success per 
trip. This variable was found to share a degree of depend-
e ncy with x21 , the length of the trip. There exists a 
positive correlation of .683 between these two variables. 
The partial regression coefficients estimated on the re-
sident hunter success was found to be statistically differ-
ent at the ten percent level or less and be negative in sign. 
This is the reverse of the hypothesis that increased hunter 
success is associated with increased site quality value. 
In general, it follows that any human endeavor that 
a ffects the mortality rate of deer herds other than the oro-
cess of natural selection has a damaging effect upon th e 
overall quality of the site and is of oaramount importa nce 
in any policy established by public resource administretors. 
3. x21 . The avera~e len~th of the hunting trip was 
found to be insignificant at all l evels of probability when 
compared to site quality in a linear fashion. However, a 
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redefinition of the variable into a quadratic form allowed 
a level of significance of .0005 to be achieved. An in-
crease of 6.7 percent was observed in the total R2 . As 
indicated, the preceding variable shared a degree of inter-
dependence as well as a slightly positive (.582) correla-
tion with the percent of non-resident hunter success per 
trip. The partial regression coefficient indica ted a 
highly positive correlation with site quality. 
Due to the quadratic nature of this variable, one 
could speculate that as the length of the hunting trio 
increases, quality increases at a decreasing rate. This 
is due to the decreasing margin~l value of time. Graphi-
cally, this relationship may be presented as follows: 
Length 
of the 
Hunting 
Trip 
0 Site quality 
Figure 7. Illustration of the Quadratic Relationship of 
Variable Xz1 ~he average length of the hunti~g 
trip) and Site Quality. 
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The change in site quality from Q1 to Q2 will require 
a n increase in the length of the hunting trip higher r e -
lative to the initial increase OT 1 . 
In general, this time variable upholds the hypothesis 
of the r ent model that some degree of utility or di-utility 
will be had given the distance to a particular hunting site 
on an~ priori basis. The varying amounts of quality valu e 
would appeal to all levels of time in greater or lesser 
amounts relative to the amount of time involved. 
4 . X12· The number of bucks killed by resident hunt er s 
per square mile of area was found to be significant a t the 
.01 level. One variable found to be intercorrela ted with 
x12 was x11 (number of resid~nt hunters per square mile) 
at .848. However, this variable was found to be insigni-
ficant with its variation explained by x12 . The variable 
x13 (number of does taken by resident hunters per square 
mile) displayed a minor degree of correla tion (.671) with 
X1 2 , but did not show significant power to a lter the basic 
independency of this variable. The partial r egression co-
efficient displayed a moderately negative sign with a n 
overall contribution to the total multiple coefficient. 
In genera l, the number of bucks killed by r es id ents per 
square mile of a rea was judged to be a n independent variable 
that is inversely related to site quality. 
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5 . x13 . The number of does taken by resident hunt-
ers per square mile was found significant at .025 with a 
positive partial coefficient. An increase of 1.2 percent 
was observed in the R2 . A highly positive intercorrela-
tion (.876) with x11 (number of resident hunters per 
square mile) was found, but of no consequence as x11 was 
found to be insignificant with its total variation bein~ 
explained by x13 . A basic independency was maintained by 
this variable (x13 ) and indicated that site quality would 
increase as the number of does taken by resident hunters 
increased . 
6. x14 . The number of non-resident hunters per 
square mile was found significant at.05. A moderate degree 
of interdependence (.679) was observed with x16 (number of 
does taken by non-residents per square mile). However, 
this variable is independent as indicated by criterion 
stated earlier . The partial regression coefficient indi-
cated a positive relationship to site quality and increased 
the total R2 by 1.6 percent. This was in direct opposition 
to the postulated relationship indicated in preceding 
sections. 
Apparently, the non-resident hunte~ who is faced with 
higher costs relative to resident hunters, exhibits a keen 
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s ense for qua lity characteristics. The high partial co -
e f ficient indicates that non-resident hunters are mor e r e -
sponsive to characteristics of site qua lity . Therefore, 
it would seem that this variable (x14 ) may serve as a 
proxy for other physical or socio-economic fa:tors. These 
r e l a tionships should easily be a ppreciated since they a re 
domina nt indicators of qualitl a s well ar restr i ct i ng f ac-
tor on site capacity . 
7. x3 . The amount of public - owned summe r r a nge wa s 
found to be negatively correlated with site quality and in 
direct opposition to the initial hypothesis. Si~nificant 
at a level of .025 and adding 2.5 percent to the total mul-
t i ple coefficient of regression, x3 is a major physical 
cha racter i stic of site quality . Intercorrelation studi e s 
indica ted that public summer range was an independent va r i -
able . 
In general, this variable could very well be an indi-
cator of more directly accessible land and higher intensive 
domestic cultivation. Proxies for physical characteri s tics 
of feed production and ultimate increased capacity ~a y be 
contained within this variable . 
8 . x16 . The number of does taken bv non-resident s 
per square mile of area proved to be significant as th ~ .10 
level . An increase in the R2 is 1.5 percent was observed. 
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No probl e ms of int e rdependency among other variable s was 
found. The partial regression coefficient wa s highly nega-
tive as hypothesized . It is interesting to note that non-
resident doe hunting or the removal of the hunting exper-
ience from any utility level of trophy hunting, decreases 
the site quality . This is the reverse of the identica l 
experience for resident hunters and may be due i n part to 
the h igher costs and differing expectation levels of this 
type of hunt ~r. Lower quality as indica ted by this vari-
a ble may be useful in policy formulation with respect to 
the non-resident hunters. 
Th e foregoing analysis suggests that recreation site 
quality is significantly influenced by several site factors. 
However, various other variables were found that deserve 
some me ntion. Among these are: 
l. x2 . In several previous regression models in the 
study, the amount of winter range was found to be signifi-
cant at the .05 level and possess a highly - positive oart-
ial regression coefficient relative to site quality. In 
the final model winter range fell out of the analysis. 
This ma y have been due to the method of formulating some of 
the vari a bles, as the amount of winter range was found to 
be highly interrelated (.913) with x10 , the total area of 
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the herd unit. As many of the variables were standardized 
relative to total area, most of the variation in winter 
range was removed. Therefore, winter range, although 
seemingly unimportant in this model, does display a basic 
cotrelation with site quality. 
2. x9 . It is interesting to note that the length of 
the hunting season as established by resource administra tors 
is negatively relative to site quality. Having a partial 
regression coefficient of -.3881 documents the slightly 
quality-damaging effect of extended hunting season . How-
ever, it should be mentioned that overall variation indi-
cated by this variable is captured by other quality indica-
tors. 
3. The ratio of summer range to winter ran~e (X 1/X2 ) 
was found to be non-significant in further analysis . How-
ever, it is interesting to note that the sign of the par-
tial coefficient was negative. This indicates that the 
closer the ratio is to unity, the higher the quality value 
will be . This is due to the overall stabilizing (sustain-
ed yield) effect upon deer herd production. Again, the 
interdependency with the size characteristics may have re-
moved the effect of this variable. 
In overview, the amount of quality rent value for an 
individual deer hunting unit is estimated by the followin~ 
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model: 
Qi = 15.0065 + 9.0516 x19 - 28~4.07 x17 + 1504.219 x21 
-4.9006 x12 + 11.3676 x13 - 37. 056 x14 - 25.8839 x3 
- 88 .5084 x16 
This foregoing prediction equation i.s accurate to the 
71 . 3 percentile and significant at .01 level or less . The 
model as formulated has excellent explanation and predict-
ing power as indicated in previous sections. 
Digression on capacity 
In order to gain some idea of the sensitivity of the 
model to different capacity assignments, an alternative set 
was calculated. These capacities were re-established a 
second time based upon a standardized probability of hunter 
success at each origin . The calculation of site capacity 
is as follows: 
T OK · ATDK 
5 5 
where: 
Ts = capacity in trips to a site assuming an equal 
probability of hunter success at all sites. 
DKs = the number of deer kills observed per site. 
ADTK = the average number of trips per deer killed 
(sta te average). 
Numerically: 
l. Total trips in state (TT) 2753 
n 
or TT = r; Ti 
i=l 
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where (Ti) is the observed number of trips taken 
by origin i. 
2. Total deer killed in the state (TDK) 848 
m 
or TDK = I: DKj 
j=l 
where (OK) is the observed number of deer killed 
in the jth site. 
3. Average number of trips per deer kill on a state 
average (ATDK). 
ATDK = TT 
TDK 
= .F53 = 3.2465 
848 
4. The capacity at any site assuming an equal proba-
bility of hunter success is Tx = D~ · ATDK 
for Deer Herd Unit 1 (Kelton) there ~ere 29 ob-
served kills. 
Therefore: T 
s 
29 X 3.2465 
94 trips 
This method was repeated for all deer hunting units. 
Table 9 lists these standardized calculated capacities and 
the resulting estimated value as compared to the observed 
capacity as obtained from the data. 
Utilizing the methodology stated in previous sections, 
the calculated units of activity were reallocated again in 
t 1 ble 9 . C~1)1rlso:1 of qu•lll:y 1nd locatlon value~ \Jil,.. dtffet'-
l.n« upaclths for res ldenc deer huntlna tn Ut1h, 1970 
OBSERVED CAPACin b STASOARO IZEO CAPACITY 
Herd Toul Obse rve• Loculon C. leu laud LocaUoa QuaUt y 
Unit Ren t Trip• Rent Quality Trip• leat lent 
1 4176 .00 68 U7.00 3919.00 94 1718.00 2458.00 
2 12479 .00 220 1150 . 00 11129.00 182 1141.00 11338.00 
' 
1155.00 ,. o.oo 1J55 .00 6 0 .00 1)55 .00 
4 1398. 00 22 llSO.OO l4S.OO 10 0 . 00 198.00 
s 717.00 
" 
0.00 721.00 
" 
115.00 622.00 
• 30ti5 ,00 60 5).00 2906.00 78 420 . 00 2645 .00 7 1227.00 44 S4 . 00 1191.00 29 o.oo 1227. 00 
8 1882 .00 73 159 .00 1806.00 68 656.00 1226.00 
9 168.00 70 16.00 160. 00 42 ) . 00 165 .00 
10 491.00 73 76.00 187 . 00 75 131.00 160.00 
11 701. 00 .. 8.00 589 .0( 40 61.00 618 .00 
12 1390.00 80 104 . 00 1070.00 7S 117. 00 1051.00 
1) 941 .00 45 11 2.00 941.00 45 o.OO 941 .00 
14 126.00 19 1 20.00 24.00 1l o.OO 126 .00 
lS 601.00 )4 o.oo 60 7 .00 ,. o.oo 607.00 
17 1428.00 l2 102.00 1)72 . 00 19 56.00 1372 . 00 
18 68 7.00 S8 000 687 .00 
" 
o.oo 687 .00 
19 1'9)5.00 106 56.00 1828.00 146 55.00 1880.00 
20 1285 .00 .. 0.00 279 .00 88 512.00 75).00 
21 1819,00 42 107. 00 1)47.00 l2 o.oo 18)9.00 
22 l07S .OO 48 1006,00 1075.00 ,. o.OO 1075.00 
2lA 7l4 .00 S9 492.00 726.00 45 209.00 525 .00 
2JI 162 2 . 00 117 o.oo 1622.00 104 o.oo 1622 . 00 
24 105.00 12 1 .00 105. 00 ll 0.00 105.00 
25 626.00 56 0 .00 210 . 00 97 1611.00 -991. 00 
26 961 .00 4 0 0.00 594 .00 58 149.00 614 ,00 
27A 289 . 00 16 396. 00 272.00 19 26.00 261,00 
271 206 .00 ) 0 369 .00 169 . 00 4 2 6.00 206.00 
28A 60 5 .00 27 11. 00 350.00 ,. 255.00 JSO ,OO 
281 172.00 9 37.00 169 .00 19 ]64 . 00 -192 .00 
29 o.oo ) 0 . 00 0 . 00 ) 4.00 -4 .00 
)0 92 2 . 00 6 1 8 . 00 1656.00 78 252.00 1670,00 
JlA 20 20.00 ,. o.oo 1820.00 42 391.00 1622.00 
lll 165.00 6 266.00 208 .00 ) o.oo 365 .00 
l2 754 ,00 47 200.00 604 . 00 l9 ]1. 00 716 .00 
" 
105.00 9 57.00 105 .00 6 o.oo 105 .00 
)4 159.00 21 150.00 \59 .00 26 11. 00 141. 00 
" 
228.00 20 0.00 ll7 . 00 26 91.00 1)1,00 
J6 200 . 00 14 0.00 136,00 l) 11.00 162.00 
)7 515.00 57 111.00 535 .00 52 o.oo 535.00 
)8 700.00 25 64 .00 661.00 2l 24. 00 676.00 
l9 45].00 )0 0.00 4 22 .00 26 0.00 453. 00 
40 506. 00 
" 
]2 .00 287.00 49 )44 .00 162 .00 
41 1220 . 00 108 31 .00 1]9.00 l Zl 46) . 00 t757 .l>O 
4 2 1094.00 75 219 . 00 1826.00 .. 5.7 . 00 1496. 00 
4) 1094,00 66 ]81.00 202.00 101 869 . 00 225 . .JJ 
44 478 .00 22 2:37.00 220 .00 19 167.00 lll. OO 
45 112. 00 7 89 2:.00 112.00 6 ZI . OO 84 .00 
46 152.00 7 258.00 152 .00 10 0 .00 152.00 
48 588 .00 
" 
0 .00 583.00 49 1.00 580. 00 
49 41) .00 14 o.oo 288 . 00 ] 10. 00 403 .00 
50 292 .00 15 Q. OO 292 . 00 6 o.oo 292 ,00 ' 
51A 484 .00 17 125 .00 205.00 10 o.oo 484 .00 ! 
510 1 84.00 9 • • oo 379.00 6 5.00 179. 00 
52 64.00 ) o.oo 64 . 00 ) 10.00 S4. 00 
Sl 676.00 ,. 210 . 00 446 . 00 78 ss5.oo· 121.00 
S4 127 .00 17 58.00 69.00 19 o.oo 127 .00 , 941.00 28 151.00 788.00 16 U1.00 788 .00 
,.. 644.00 17 90.00 S74.00 6 o.oo 644 .00 
... 174 . 00 20 234 . 00 - 60 .00 • o.oo 174 .00 
S6C 1025.00 JO 171.00 6S4 .00 2) )48 . 00 677.00 
57A 10 78.00 29 215.00 861 . 00 10 69,00 1009 , 00 
571 13?5.00 )0 5) . 00 132 2 . 00 2) 21.00 1354.00 
58 1304 .00 26 ]9. 00 126S.OO 26 60.00 1244 .00 
59 157.00 11 0.00 157 . 00 10 o.oo 157. 00 j 
60A 15] .0\) • 2. 00 151.00 
) o.oo 153. 00 
601 0 .00 1 0.00 o.oo J o.oo o.oo 
61A 627 .00 15 114.00 )13.00 1l 72. 00 sss. oo 
611 62 8 . 00 14 2 . 00 626.00 6 2 . 00 626 .00 
61C 669 .00 11 o.oo 669.00 6 li . OO 631. 00 
62A o.oo • u .oo ·16.00 
6 12.00 •12.00 
621 159 ,1.)0 • o.oo U9 . 00 
) o. oo 159. 0? 
62C ll LO\~ 1) 0.00 111.00 10 0.~0 llZ. G'J I 
0 ... , 
175) HO OJO .OU $~9,58~.0:1 275] il:it l.)'j $ 56 914.001 169691 ,\k' 
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a least-cost manner. Being subject to the nE·o capacity 
constraints, different location values were obtained. It 
is interesting to note that the minimum cost allocation in-
creased from $26,674.00 to $30,502.00, a difference of 
$3,838.00. This was brought about by the ~reater deeree 
of distribution subject to the standardized hunter success. 
Generally speaking, the least-cost distribution of 
hunting trips was similar to the earlier model . The indi-
vidual site values for this distribution indicate the 
sensitivity of site quality. Where the capacity for trips 
was increased, a higher location value was given and a low-
er quality rent. The reverse exists for those units with 
lower capacity. 
Unit 25 (Daggett) measured the largest change. An in-
crease in capacity from 56 trips to 97 trips increased the 
location rent from $396.00 to $1,617.00, and reduced the 
quality value to -$991.00 from $594.00. Units 28-b (Book 
Cliffs, South) and 29 (San Rafael) showed similar changes 
in f uality value of $169.00 to -$192 . 00 and $0.00 to 
-$4.00 respectively. Unit 56-b (South Beaver) registered 
an increase in quality, from -$60.00 to $174.00 with a 
decrease in overall capacity. Unit 62-a, (West Desert) 
rose only slightly from -$16.00 to -$12.00. 
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The total location rent value based on the statistical 
sample increased to $12,717.00 from $10,010.00 while the 
total quality rent value decreased from $59,585.00 to 
$56,974.00. 
Using the quality rent values obtained from the c~l­
culated capacities as the depe~d a nt ariable, the indepen-
dent variables hypothesized in former sections were a ~a in 
made subject to multiple regression testing. A stepwise 
deletion process was again undert aken with the res ults 
presented i n T~ ble 10. 
Again these results were consistent with a priori 
hypothesis. However, a greater degree of sensitiv l. ty was 
achieved. The variables found to be significant were a lso 
independe nt as indicated by the correlation matrix in 
Table 11. 
Var iable s judged significant in this model in ord er 
of their importance are : 
1. X 
20 
The number of bucks two and one-hal f yea rs 
of age and greater killed by non-resident hunters pe r trip 
is a measure of all-around trophy production. As in the 
preceding model, this measure of trophy availability was 
the most important variable in terms of variation in all-
around site quality. Significant at the .0005 level on the 
Table 10. Analysis of variance for site characteristics of deer hunting quality based upon the calculated 
capacity of t he site. Summary of the stepwise regression. 
Degrees 
ource of of Mean F- Level of Partial 2 Order of I ariation Freedom Sguare Ratio Significance Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient R ImEortance 
x20 l 119,115.3 215.25 .0005 820 10 . 6956 1.2882 3.6916 .593 1 
xl5 l 7,014.42 12.68 .001 815 -171.0812 -1.1003 .2504 .694 
x6 1 5 '717 .54 10.33 .001 B6 -36.3417 -.2148 .5887 .747 
x8 1 4,052,08 7.32 .01 B8 667.8126 .1502 .0025 • 771 4 
x14 1 2,654.94 4.79 .05 814 39.6017 .6505 .5640 .791 
x1o 1 1,826.99 3.30 .10 810 -.0163 -.1493 601.4789 .800 6 
x18 1 3,139.29 5.67 .025 818 -230.8638 -.2131 .0364 .808 
xs 1 1,664. 71 3.008 .10 B5 100.1497 .0997 ,0335 .817 8 
x21 1 1,931.57 5.67 .10 821 51.998 .1643 .1144 .820 9 
x12 1 2,413.30 3.008 .OS 812 8.6018 .3686 2.3106 .822 10 
xl9 l 1,909.01 3.490 .10 819 -1.2848 -.1958 13.556 .825 11 
xll 1 1,549.79 4.361 .10 Bll -2.8149 -.2934 6.0152 .833 12 
- --
Model 12 13,370.56 Bo 52.59642 
EtTnr 58 553.378 F(l.SB.l - aC= .90) • 2.79 
'l'tll;tl 70 2,750.61 R2 = .833 
..0 
- - ---- -· - ·-
..... 
Table ll. Corr;lation ~atrix illustrating th e cagree of inter-
dependence of all variables and the calculated quality rent. 
J xs x6 xa X1o xll xl2 X14 X15 XIS X19 x2o x2L Q I 
I I xs I l.O -.021 .043 .114 -. 043 -.063 - .100 -.060 .12) -.09) - .145 . 078 -.066 i 
I 
' I l.O -.094 .147 - . 418 
- . 294 .326 . 325 • 29 5 .346 . 379 . 356 
.032 : I x6 li l.O • 004 
-.095 -.086 . 039 .OJJ - .071 -.076 • .OJO -.078 .1)7 I x8 
X to 1.0 
- . 545 -. 524 - . 175 - . 148 
- . 02 5 .186 .2 51 .2 37 .177 : 
Xu 1.0 . 748 - . Ill -.175 -.425 
-. 273 - . 403 - .422 -.166 . 
I 
x12 I 1.0 . Oll -.002 -.349 .134 - . 320 - . 369 - . l59_i 
xl4 1.0 . 780 -. 006 . 225 .4 39 .. 106 .080 I 
l - --· j 
' 
I 
X15 1.0 - .02 5 . 244 .497 - . 106 .106 i 
-- 1--- .. t - t- ··-I- ·- ·- --; 
xl8 l.O .1 73 . 376 . 576 .'D7 ! 
I 
xl9 1.0 . lll . 386 
. 116 1 
l gg 1. 0 .133 . 769 J l.O --: 5~-~ -~ 0 J --~--
-
-o 
~ 
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basis of the F-test, a positive oartial re~ression coeffi-
cient (10.6956) and its explanation of 59.3 percent of the 
total R2 documented this importance. No problems of inter-
correlation were observed so this variable is truly ind e -
pendent. As in the initial model, this variable pertain-
i ng to the trophy buck production of a site was highly 
correlated (.769) with the amount of site quality. Thi s 
variable, as did its similar counterpart in the oreceding 
mod e l, maintains the hypothesized expectation that positive 
trophy production is associated with higher site quality 
values. 
2. x15 . The number of bucks taken by non-resident 
hunters per square mile of area was found to explain 10 
percent of the total R2• However, in direct revers e to 
the frequency of trophy production (X2 ) a negative partial 
regression coefficient was observed. This coefficient of 
-171.0812 is highly negative and was significant at a 
level of .001. The correlation matrix indicated that no 
problems of interdependency exist . 
The rent values estimated for the hunting sites were 
based upon r es ident hunters only. Therefore, it is possible 
that non-res idents entering this form of recreation, ca us es 
a degree of competition to occur with the resident 
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population. This competition forces the resident hunter 
to seek alternative sites with different levels of quality 
to maximize his total experience. 
3. x6 . Public ownership of winter range presents a 
paradox in discussing quality . Being significant at th e 
. 001 leve l and explaining 5.3 per cent of the tot a l R2 , x6 
makes a ma jor contribution to the model. However, i t s 
part i al regression coefficient of -36.3417, is in d i r ect 
opposit i on to the hypothesis presented earlier. Ma ny f a c-
tors could influence this, such as more intensive ra n~e 
uses. Also public winter range may create problems of com-
petition. It may be that this range is poor in veget a tion 
a nd terrain type with the lower slopes and valleys hav i ng 
fallen into private ownership leaving higher areas and na-
tional forest to the public. This does little to enha nce 
wildlife production and is negatively related to site 
qua lity . 
The history of Utah and its wildlife resource indica -
tes this. Nevertheless, the uncertainty of growing popula-
tion and urbanization of foothill ranges offers reasons for 
further study of this variable. 
4. x8 . The amount of winter range owned by the Utah 
Division of Natural Resources was found to be most i nteresting 
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both in terms of explaining variation in quality value and 
public policymaking. Significant at the .01 level, x8 has 
a partial regression coefficient of 667.8126. This highly 
positive coefficient is in accordance with .the s priori 
expectations. No problems of intercorrelation were indica-
ted and an increase of 3.6 percent was observed in the to-
tal R2. 
The positive partial coefficient of this variable has 
great prospective when viewed in terms of wildlife manage-
ment. Strategically-located sections of fish and game 
winter range could greatly enhance the quality value of a 
site. Increased production and winter carryover would in-
crease the site capacity and thus, increase quality. 
This variable is a stabilizing factor as indicated by the 
nature of the capacity standardized to hunter success. 
5. x14 . The number of non-resident hunters oer 
square mile of area is an indicator of site congestion and 
is significant at the .05 level. Minor intercorrelation 
(.78) was observed with x15 (the number of bucks killed 
by non-resident hunter• per square mile), but this inter-
dependency can be termed a causal effect. Having a partial 
regression coefficient of 39.6017, this variable displays 
a positive correlation with site quality and increases 
the total R2 by 2.0 percent. Contrary to the resident 
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i ndicator of congestion (x11 ), this increasing effect can 
be explained in terms of total numbers. Non-residents do 
not appear in sufficient numbers to affect congestion in 
a negative manner. Also, the non-resident hunter who is 
faced with higher use costs may display a better knowledge 
of site quality and his appearance at the site may serve 
as a proxy for these unidentified characteri s tics . 
6 . x10 . The total area of the deer herd unit was 
judged to b ~ significant at the .1 0 level. The correla tion 
matrix indicated that x2 (the size of the winter range) was 
intercorrelated at a level of .988. However, Xz was judged 
to be insignificant in terms of the F-t est and was deleted 
from the model. No other interdependency exists . An in-
crease of 1 . 0 percent was observed in the total R2 . The 
slightly nega tive partial re~ression coefficient (-. 0 16 ~8) 
indicates the diversity found in the t ype s of ran~e at th e 
hunting sites. The largest herd units in terms of tot a l 
size are found in the west desert. In these sites, hunter 
capacity is low as is the quality value . As this variable 
indicates site quality, it cannot be improved by increasin~ 
the total amount of land resources in the area. A more land-
int ensive range policy would serve better. 
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7. x18 . Non-resident hunter success per trip was 
f ound to he significant at .025 and contributing .8 percent 
to the total R2. No intercorrelation exists with other 
variables. Interesting in this analysis is the negative 
partial coefficient of -230.8638. It should be noted that 
thi s was the sign given the res1de nt hunter succes s in the 
earlier model . As with r esident hunt er s ucces s , a ny arti-
fi c ia l addition to the deer herd mortality r a t e r educes 
the quality va lue of a hunting site . This is due to the 
decreasing effect that a reduction in animal numbers places 
upon the long-term quality production process. Overhuntin~ , 
will in the long run, decrease the quality value although 
s ite activity may increase for a short period. 
8. State ownership of winter range was found to 
be significantly related to site quality. Significant at 
the . 10 level and explaining .9 percent in the total R2, 
indications of more intensive range management practices 
are again brought forward. The very na ture and use of the 
stat e 's l a nd holdings document this hypothesis . Policy 
considerations again become preval e nt as the positive oar-
tial corre lation indicates. No interdependency was found 
among the other independent variables. 
State land exhibits a stabilizing effect upon deer 
hunting site quality. As most state lands are in 
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agricultural - oriented uses, vegetation and terrai n acceot-
able for deer herd maintenance and production is observed . 
Also hunt er access and opportunity is easier, than contri-
buting to higher quality value. 
9 . x21 . The average length of the hunting trip was 
found significant at the .10 level in this model as com-
pared to the .0005 level in the previous analysis. An 
increase of .5 percent was observed in the total R2 . As 
in the previous analysis, a positive partial coefficient 
(51.998) indicated the quadratic nature of this variable 
r e lative to site quality. The interpretation of the 
variation in site quality as influenced hy variations in 
the length of the trip is the same as that reported in the 
initial model. 
10 . The number of bucks taken by resident 
hunt ers per square mile of area was judged to the signifi-
cant at the .OS level of probabil i ty . A partial regression 
coefficie nt of 8.6011 indicated a positive correlation with 
s it e quality. This variable displayed some intercorrela -
tion with x11 (the number of resident hunters per s qua re 
mil e of area ) but was causal in na ture. 
To the r esident hunter, the killing of a buck is one 
of the primary reasons for taking a hunting trip. Sites 
that have a high probability of getting a buck are pre-
ferred and, therefore, higher in quality value. 
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11. x
19 . The number of bucks two and one-half years 
of age and greater taken by resident hunters per trip was 
judged to be significant at the .10 level of probability. 
However, in this model where sice capacity is standardized 
to resident hunter success, the partial regression coeffi-
cient is negative. This may be due in part to the standard-
ization process where everyone has the e·qual probability 
of getting a deer. The chance for selectivity in hunting 
is removed. In this way, the trophy aspect of deer hunt-
ing does not add to the utility of the hunt and is a ne~a­
tive indicator of quality. 
12. The number of resident hunters per square 
mile was judged to be significant at the .10 level and is 
an indicator of site congestion. Having a partial regres-
sion coefficient of -2.8149, this negative congestion 
factor indicates the adverse affects of high hunter density 
upon site quality. 
Increased numbers of hunters mean increased hunter 
pressure, increased deer mortality and an overall damaging 
effect upon the hunting site. This "over capacity" reduces 
the quality value of the site both in terms of production 
1 ~2 
and hunt er utility. Hunters may be forced to seek an al-
ternative site when hunter density reaches a certain point 
as outlined by demand peaking conditions. 
In summary, the estimated quality rent value for an 
individual deer hunting unit where capacity is standard-
ized for resident hunter success is given by the follow-
ing model: 
Qi 52.5964 2 + 10.6956 x20 - 171.0812 x15 - 36.3417 x6 + 
667 .812 6 x8 + 39.6017 x14 - .01628 x10 - 230 .8638 x18 
+ loo.l497 x5 = 51.998 x21 + 8.6011 x12 - 1. 2848 x19 
- 2.8149 x11 
The multiple R2 of .833 indicates that variations i n 
site characteristics judged to be si~niflcant in this mod-
el, explain 83.3 percent of the variation in site quality. 
The R2 is statistically significant at the .01 or less leve l 
of probability. 
The foregoing model indicates the sensitivity of hunter 
capacity in the valuation method us ed. The models based 
on the differing capacities are summarized in Table 12 . 
Projection of state totals 
As indicated earlier, all values were kept in terms 
of the sample size . This was done to minimize the effects 
of rounding error on the regression analysis. To project 
T•ble 12 . CompArt.lon of the v•rt.ables found ll&nift.cant 
ln the re&reulon analysll of quality rltftt 
b.sed on the observed •nd calculat~td cap~tclty . 
Varlablu 
Public Sua'lner Rnnge 
State Winte r Range 
Public Winter lb.nge 
Fish and Came Winter 
Range 
Total Area 
Re•ldent Hunter per 
Squ<~.re Hlle 
Reaident Bucks per 
Square HUe 
Resident Docs per 
Sq u <~. re Mile 
Non-Residen t Hunter• 
per Squ <~.re Mile 
Non-P.esldcnt Bu<'k• 
per Square Mile 
Non-Re•ident Doe• 
Pe r Square HUe 
., 
x5 
•• 
•• 
'" 
x14 
.1. 
Re•ident llunter ·succe•il x17 per trip 
Non-Resident llunter 
•uccess pe r trip •u 
Relident Bucks 2\ yea u x19 per Trip 
Non-Rcsid~nt Bucks 2\ Xzo 
year• per Tri p 
Length o f Trip 
Consta11 t (8
0
) 
Degree s of Freedoa 
•' 
'z1 
OBSERVI!D CAPACITY CALCULATED CAPACITY 
Leve l of lb.nk of Level of Rank of 
Slgnificllnce lnlpon.ance Significance Importance 
.025 
•.so 
*.75 
*.25 
*.85 
*.75 
. 01 
. 02.S 
. 05 
•.so 
,10 
.0005 
•.so 
.0005 
• .so 
.ooos 
15.0065 
10 
.713 
10 
20 
II 
" 
15 
12 
21 
•.9995 
.10 
.001 
.01 
.01 
. 10 
,05 
•.75 
.05 
.001 
•.75 
•.75 
.025 
.10 
.0005 
. 10 
52.59642 
10 
.833 
21 
12 
10 
13 
14 
16 
11 
* Jnd\C:ltes the V:ll"i.1ble~ that We i" ~ £ounc:' tO be lni'!oi)!.ni (jc ,1 nt a t the 
.10 lev .:- 1 . This lev.~ l o£ sl ~ntftc ,1 nce s hown ls th11t Dbservect wh e n 
the va rl<4bl c w.1s d~h· tl!d from thl! stepwise r c.> gressi on . 
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the estimated values to state totals, the following method 
was used. 
Given: 
Resident Licenses sold (1970) 
Data Sample Size 
Hunters in Sample 
Number of Trips in Sample 
Non-hunters in Sample 
therefore : 
Resident Licenses Sold (1970) 
Data Sample Size 
numer ical ly: 
172.643 
2,033 
84,9203 
172,643 
2,033 
1,862 
2,753 
171 
Sample projection factor 
for the number of hunt ers 
This value gives the projected number of hunters. As 
capacity is expressed in hunter trips, it was necess a ry to 
make the conversion. The estimated number of trips t ake n 
per hunter is: 
2.753 
1,862 
1.4785 
It was still necessary to handle the problem of more than 
one person per car trip. The sample showed that each trip 
involved an average of 2.6285 hunters. With this inform1-
tion, the sample projection factor was found to be: 
172 .643 
2,033 X 
2.6285 
2,753 
1,863 
84.9203 (1.4785) 
2.6285 
lOS 
Sample projection factor for 
all values 
47.7668 
That is, a single observation in the sample was equal to 
47.7668 observations in the state. All values were mul-
tiplied by 47.7668 to give the t otal value which are 
summari zed i.n Table 13 . 
Teble ll. co-.parhon of e.CliNted atr:e v•lu.e• 
pl'ojected to st•t• r:ouls 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Oboon•• Copoclo, Soon~•r~lu4 C•P<"c lt , To::~~:~:..: :l 
Q:!~1:;t;:H ~!:::::• 0:::71;;•;:,.t r;;!;~~:· tco,.c.lc lent 
U 2U.OO 
.... 
IUSS,OO 
loOU.OO 
4tl12.oo I02U.oo ·seu6,00 
~l\ .H.OO 2Sli. OO «676,00 
1212.00 
0.00 
Jt902 . 00 
li US.OO 
H,IU,U), $4Jt, IOI, U,UI, ~U. 1607,4 lo0, 
[ 06 
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SUMMARY 
The primary obj e ctive of this study wa s to make em-
pirical estimates of economic rent values related to lo-
cation a nd qua lity for the Utah r e side nt deer hunt . A 
secondary obj e ctive was to use re gression a nalysis to 
analyze variations i n site qual ity v alues a nd determin e 
th e major site characteristics contributing to varia ti on 
i n this v alue. 
Th e the ore tical model incorpora tes the relationship 
exis ti.ng between the va riable use cost associated with 
va rious origins, sites and units of activity. The mod e l 
is based on the logic of economic rent a nd is consis t e nt 
with the methodology advanced by Wennergren and Full e rton 
(1969). They stated that the value of any particular use 
for a l a nd resource is reflected i n the total economic 
rent . The source of this rent is location a nd qu a lity 
va lues . 
The We nnergren-Fullerton me thodology enables the 
c alcula tion of tot a l rent value rela tive to the most dis -
t a nt user of the site. A least-cost redistribution of 
th e units of activity utilizing linear programming t e chni-
ques e na bles the calculation of the location rent values. 
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The residual of total rent and this location rent is said 
to be the value attributable to site quality. 
Data was collected from a total of 4,104 questionnaires 
sent to a sample of Utah resident deer hunters drawn random-
ly from a master sample of approximately 30,000 randonly-
selected license holders in 197 0 . A total of 2033 question-
naires (49.6 percent) were returned and used in the study. 
Data was gathered from the questionnaires with respec t to 
hunter origin, sites visited, number of trips taken a nd 
other trip expenses. Using this information, together with 
s tandardized distances, an assumed variable cost of travel 
($.10 p~r mile), estimations of total economic rent and its 
quality a nd location components were made for all deer 
hunting units in Utah. Site capacity was assumed to be 
equal to the number of trips observed from the data. The 
values were left in terms of sample size throughout the 
study to r educe errors in the regression analysis. They 
were projected to state totals after all analysis was 
compl e ted . The total value of deer huntin~ in Utah was 
found to be ~ 3,3 2 6,238.00. Location rent was $479,101.00 
wi th $2 , 846,185.00 being the value attributable to quality 
factors. This quality value represented 85 percent of the 
total value . 
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Sites visited by more distant origins generated the 
highest quality values. This was the case for Herd Unit 2 
(Cache) which had the highest total quality value r~pre­
senting 17.9 percent of the state total. Unit 2 was fol-
lowed by Unit 1 (Box Elder), 6.0 percent; Unit 6 (Lost 
Creek), 4.4 percent; and Unit Jl-a (San Juan--Blue ~oun­
tain), 2 .9 percent. The lowest quality values were found 
in Units 56-b (South Beaver) and 62-a (West Desert) with 
each displaying -.001 percent. 
Multiple regression analysis indicated that 71.3 per-
cent of the variation in site quality value was due to 
variations in site specific factors. In order of importance 
these were: 
l . The number of bucks two and one-half years of age 
and greater killed by resident hunters per trip. This vari-
able measured a 56.3 percent increase in the total R2 . 
2. Resident hunter success per trip. 
3. The average length of the hunting trip. 
4. The number of bucks taken by resident hunters per 
square mile of area. 
5. The number of does taken by resident hunters per 
square mile of area. 
6. The number of non-resident hunters per square mile 
of area. 
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7 . The amount of public owned summer range. 
8. The number of does taken by non-resident hunter s 
per square mile of a rea. 
Value estimations were also made based on site c3pacity 
stand ardized by uniform hunter success. ThPse values were 
similar to those based on the observed ca pacity estimates. 
Quality rent was somewhat lower at $2 ,7 ~ 1,466 ( 31 .8 
percent), a nd the location rent value increased t o 
$607,45 0 (18.2 percent). The total value was $3,3~6. ~ 38, 
the same as that for the observed capacity. 
Multiple regression analysis of the variations in 
quality value based on standardized capacity indicated that 
capacity was sensitive in the rent model . This sensitivity 
was indicated by an increased R2. Variations in site 
specific characteristics explained 83.3 percent of the 
variation in site quality. In order of importance, th ese 
f a ctors were : 
1. The number of bucks two and one-half years of ag e 
and greater taken by non-resident hunters per trip. 
2. The number of bucks taken by non-resident hunters 
per square mile of area. 
3. The amount of winter range in public ownership . 
4. The amount of winter range owned by the Utah Divi-
sion of Natural Resources. 
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5. The numb er of non-resid e nt hunters per s1uare 
mile of area. 
6. The total area of the herd unit. 
7. Non-resident hunter success per trip . 
8. The amount of winter range in State ownership. 
9. The average length of the hunting trip . 
10. The numb er of bucks ta ke n by resident hunt ers oer 
square mil e of area. 
11. The number of bucks two a nd one-half years of age 
and greater taken by resident hunters per trip. 
12. The number of resident hunters per square mile of 
area. 
In summary, the economic rent approach to resource 
valuation provides results consistent with theory. The 
major components of total value can be separated, with the 
quality value being explained by site specific factors. 
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CONCLUSION ANO RECOMMENO~TlON FOR FURTHER STUOY 
The econo~ic rent approach to resource valuation is 
a realistic and consistent method and represents a forward 
step in the field . The problem of resource quality, which 
is import a nt to resource develop~ent and management, is 
given proper treatment as it can be separated and identi-
fied. The fact that only net values are derived by this 
approach allows one to speculate on opti~ality in dev e lop-
ment and management. 
The variations in site quality can be explained con-
ceptually and empirically by variation in specific site 
characteristics. Most of the factors are subject to man-
agement. The model highlights interrelationships amon~ 
sites, making it possible to measure the affect of deteri-
oration or improvement at a given site by monitoring shifts 
in the value for the whole syst e m of sites. These shifts 
in value would come about by changes in the site charac ter-
istics (parameters) of qualtty. 
Certain site variables are more important than others 
as they are more likely to change in the short run. The 
i~~ntification of these variables is greatly aided by the 
sensitivity of site capacity and for the most part are 
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capacity oriented. A broader understanding o[ this capac-
ity constraint can only lead to a great ~r accuracy in th ~ 
valuation. 
The equation form of the site characteristics explain-
ing variations in quality value is static in nature and 
thus, so~ewhat limited in use. riowever, it does serve as 
a production fuction for recreation at the various si tes. 
Shifts in the individual factors of this function ca n pro-
vide a n indicator for future use, provided that a prob-
ability of use is attached. The obvious areas needing 
f~rther research are: 
1. RefinP the definition of stte capacity as the 
mod e l is highly sensitive to this i~portant component. 
2. Determine the value of Utah deer hunting to non-
resid e nt hunters and compare this value to a possible loss 
in value to the resident hunter. The non-resident hunter 
is an important indicator of site quality and, th erefore, 
needs to be totally identified with regard to any future 
opti~ization of social welfare. 
), Determine the effects of induced changes in the 
site-specific factors of site quality . 
. 4. Give a dynamic nature to site characteristics of 
quality. This could be done by estimating the probabili-
ties of ~aking a hunting trip given the significant site 
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factors of quality. This would lead to the estimation of 
demand curves inherent to a particula r site and would be 
helpful in quantifying data pertaining to all bas i c non-
market priced resources. 
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RECOMMENDATION TO ~~NAGE~ENT 
Th e econo~ic rent valua tion mod el is of unequal~d im-
portance in resource management . The derivation of ne t 
total val u es is a great aid in promotions toward securing 
a ppropr iati ons of scarce public funds for future develop-
ment wh e n compe ting with othe r agencies. The separation 
of th e quality component of value atds in co~paring various 
sites empirical ly, a nd gives a ba sis for future inves tment . 
Questions of optimality in investment could be answered by 
the use of this method. 
Specific recommendations to ma nagement agencies con-
cerned with deer hunting recreation are: 
1. Redefine the units of activity used in their an-
a lysis to be one visit to the hunting site equals one trip. 
2. Redesign the mail questionnaire to include d a ta 
on hunter origin, sites, trips, number of people in a car 
etc. 
3. Estimate the value of d eer hunting for a numb e r 
of years to prov i de data for a comparison of variation in 
site quality due to variation in site characteristics. 
4 . Expand the emphasis upon capacity measurement to 
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enable a more accurate estimate of value to be found, a nd 
a definition of congestion to be achiP.ved. 
5. Refine the data collection procedure for sit e 
characteristics so that a greater sensitivity in the 
individual parameters of these factors can be achieved. 
In general, it is noted that some of the most urgent 
problems in fish a nd wildlife management a r e inad eq ua tely 
understood and, therefore, inadeq~ately coped with . Good 
economic analysis and a capability to undertake such re-
search should be sought by agencies responsible for man-
agement of the biological stock of our environment. In a 
society now aware of the necessity to maintain environ-
mental quality, such a capability is essential if they 
are to play their role effectively. 
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Table 14 . Tot•l. locatlon and qualtty rent valuu for all deer huntt.ng unUs 
t..n the state of Utah 1970 
R•rd Unit l - Boa Elder 
Yo at 
Hendon 
Fielding 
&ear illver 
Honeyville 
Pro.nontory 
K.tnt.lworth 
BrLgh4111 City 
Uc:hmond 
Loa an 
Roy 
Hooper 
Cllnton 
Sun1et 
10 
88 
88 
120 
120 
138 
187 
198 
209 
210 
226 
226 
226 
226 
Syracu • e 226 
Osden 240 
Llbe r ty 265 
Tre1110nton 185 
Bount ifu 1 304 
Carland 185 
Cent erville 304 
Salt L.lke Cit y 308 
Kearn• 
Grange r 
KAyiVUle 
... ,. 
O<em 
Lehi 
Hanlla 
St. George 
Huntlville 
Cleveland 
J20 
J20 
342 
342 
348 
360 
609 
8 96 
70 
102 
886 
808 
808 
776 
7>8 
409 
698 
687 
686 
670 
670 
670 
670 
670 
670 
656 
631 
711 
592 
711 
592 
588 
576 
576 
5>4 
5>4 
548 
5)6 
287 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
9 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
13 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
2 
2 
I (B) Leaat Con Acti v ity 
Toul I Loution 
lant/orLsLn Advantage 
@:$ . 10 /ml. Hiles} 
$89.00 
81.00 
81.00 
78.00 
78.00 
76.00 
41.00 
682.00 
,. ~ .00 
274.00 
134.00 
67.00 
67.00 
67.00 
1l4.00 
853.00 
63 . 00 
142.00 
59 . 00 
235 . 00 
58.00 
sa .oo 
111.00 
222.00 
55.00 
54.00 
Sl.OO 
54 . 00 
57 . 00 
128 
50 
68 
36 
, 
Trio• 
I 
63 
... 
Loc•tion 
Rent/origia 
taS.l O • 
$13.00 
10.00 
0 . 00 
7 .oo 
227.00 
$2'S7'":00 
- ----- - --------------
Qual1ty Rent (A • B) • $3919 , 00 
------ -- -------
!ferd t: n i t 2 - Ca che 
Loa an 
Sa~ithfleld 
Hyrum 
Plndl'e 
Ric h-.ond 
!Awhton 
Briaham City 
Willard 
Clerklton 
Trenton 
Ogden 
Pl. View 
Roy 
Cle.rfield 
l.aJtOD. 
IC.ay1ville 
Bear River 
treownton 
SLC 
Sandy 
Clinton 
Bountiful 
J.lverton 
Provo 
St . John 
Cenurf1e1d 
Hoob 
24 
38 
42 
42 
50 
., 
73 
74 
" 78 
115 
125 
121 
121 
130 
l32 
"' 
"' 184 
214 
223 
252 
261 
276 
331 
470 
656 
.,2 
618 
614 
614 
..,. 
>94 
583 
582 
581 
578 
Y.l 
531 
>29 
529 
526 
524 
499 
499 
412 
442 
4]) 
404 
395 
380 
325 
186 
0 
92 
4 
3 
I 
I 
I 
21 
3 
I 
2 
36 
I 
5 
2 
4 
10 
3 
2 
6 
I 
• 7 
I 
2 
I 
I 
I 
- !!.0_ 
S814.00 
247 . 00 
184.00 
61.00 
61 . 00 
59.00 
1224 . 00 
115.00 
58.00 
116,00 
1948 . 00 
SJ.OO 
265.00 
106 . 00 
210 . 00 
524.00 
150. 00 
100 . 00 
283 . 00 
44.00 
346 . 00 
283.00 
40,00 
76 . 00 
33.00 
19.00 
0 . 00 
$.!_2.42! .00-
91 
71 
73 
65 
42 
Ill 
4 
6 
87 
$1028.00 
)1.00 
44 .00 
13 . 00 
)4 . 00 
o.oo 
Table l4. Cont lnued 
-r (A) ObMrved ActlvltY I 8} tA .. t Co•t Ac tivitY 
.. Juot-' Hi leo{ .'.-va'.',,'•8•0 Total I Location Locuioo ,.. ""' .... f Trip• Reftt/ori&ia Advant.aae f Trip• Rent/ori&ln 
(Round Trip ) ; (Mlln) @$.10/•L. I (Hlle•) @$.10/ai. 
m.rd DDit } • Mantua 
Loa a n 48 370 , $185 .00 
ldgh• C i ty S4 , .. 20 728.00 
Nev tcn 58 )60 2 72 . 00 
ot;den 62 ,,. 6 214.00 
" Tremonton .. ]50 l 35.00 
Roy 
" 
345 I 35 . 00 
Bountiful no 288 I 29.00 
Salt Lake ll2 286 2 57,00 
Drager ton 418 0 I o.oo 
)9 Sl355.00 39 0 
------- ------- -- -- - -- -------- -- ----- -
Quality Rent (A-8) • SllSS . OO 
!le rd l' ni t It - :t e l l svil h 
Hend on 6 224 
Lof'an 14 216 
Newton 20 210 
Tremonton )4 19 5 
lrlgh- Ci ty so 180 
OAden 92 ll8 
Roy 99 Ill 
Sa lt Lake 160 70 
Provo 2)0 0 
Head on • Newton 20 
Lewiston 
" Cla rk uon 
" Trent on l2
-
- ---
Quality Re n t ( A-8 ) • $)45 . 00 
114 .00 
4).00 
21.00 
98 . 00 
54.00 
£8.00 
ll.OO 
7.00 
0.00 
22 -me:ao 
-- --
-- --
46 
J2 
17 
17 
0 
1. 00 
28.00 
19 .00 
].00 
2.00 
0 . 00 
2'2 5J.Oo"'" 
~------------- ----- ----- ------------ ----
Herd llnit 5 - Woodru ff 
Woodruff 20 171 • $151.00 ll6 $54.00 Logan 119 
"' 
2 52 . 00 
()sden 156 242 11 266.00 18 0 .00 
laysv llle 157 241 J 12 .00 
HyNm 159 
"' 
1 24.00 
loy 167 2Jl J 69.00 
Irish- City 198 200 2 40 . 00 
Newton Zl7 181 I 18 . 00 
lounttru l ZZ4 114 1 17 . 00 
Salt t.ak~ 227 171 4 68 . 00 
Dragerton )98 0 
Liberty 87 
Plain City 104 
Phaaant V!ev 104 
------ -- --- -- --- 2._3 _ --- ~~·~- - ----
Quality Rent (A-B) • $721.00 
He rd Unit 6 - Loat Creek 
Morgan )5 ,. 6 U44.00 
l ay•vl lle 77 
'" 
J 160.00 , ).00 
Osden 8) 
'" 
29 1525. 00 29 o.oo 
loy 88 
'" 
• 208 .00 Bountiful 101 >08 lJ 660 . 00 
Provo 190 419 • 168.00 Cedu Clty 609 0 I 0 .00 
Fannlngton 17 66 16 106 .00 
Hene £er 17 66 1 7.00 
Htn . Creen lS 
•• - '- 41.00 
_ }f ___ !_1~5..:._00 __ ____ __ !_0 __ S_!_S~O.Q 
122 
;T=•=b=l•==L==4·==C•=•=t=l=nu=e=d~======================~==========~====~====::;l23 I (A) Oburved Actlvlty J (8) Least Coat Ac:tlvltv 
'
/Location Total I Location Location 
Adjusted Mlha Ad vo1nt :~ge Rent/orL1tn Advant aAt: Rent / origin 
(Round Tdp) (Hiles) Tdpa @$,10/1111. (HUes) Ttlpa @,10 / mL Or lain 
Herd l!nit 7 - Ogden !Uur 
Llbnty 17 ))1 2 $66.00 
Kayavllle l5 313 2 61.00 23 $0 . 00 Ogden 42 306 22 673.00 
Mora: an 46 302 l )0.00 
Roy 5] 29> 118.00 
Clurfteld S8 290 29.00 
Pt.tin City 62 .'1:86 86.00 
Bountiful 94 2>4 n.oo 
Sdt Lake 113 23> 94 . 00 
Provo 183 16S 17.00 
Center field 348 0 o.w 
Clinton 17 17 
..1!... ~ 
-- - ----
- - - ---
.,J4_-- ..!_12.!? -~ 
-- - - -
-
~ 
- -
.!_36~0-
Quality Re nt (A-8} • $1191.00 
--- -- - - - - - -- - -- - -- -- - --- - - ---- - --- - -
l! erd \.: n it ~ - Sast Cllny on 
Horgan 12 
"' 
SJ5.00 49 $)9 . 00 
CoalvU le 20 ll8 14 .00 
Htn. Grt>en l5 123 12.00 
Ogden 61 297 9 267 .00 0 31 0 . 00 loy 
"' 
308 3 92 . 00 11 34 37.00 
ICaysvllle 66 292 3 88 .00 
Salt Lake 10 288 23 662.00 
Cleufleld 11 281 1 28.00 
Clinton 80 218 4 lll.OO 
Ke.u·na 82 216 1 28.00 
Hurray 88 210 
' 
54.00 
Hid vale 90 268 1 21.00 
llounti.£ul 90 268 12 122 . 00 
Cop per ton 
" "' 
1 27 .00 
\Jooda Cr oss 96 262 1 26 .00 
Provo 140 218 2 41.00 
Center fle ld 348 10 
' 
6.00 
Casth Da l e lS8 0 
_1_ 
_JLqQ_ 
7l $1882 . 00 1J $76 . 00 
----------------- --- --- ----- ----- -- - . ---
Quallty Rent {A-B) • $1806 . 00 
- - ·- - -- - -- - - - - - --- - - -- - -- ._ -- -- -- - -
Herd Unit 9 - Davis County 
Layton 20 122 
Woodle r oss 20 122 
~ysvllle 20 122 
Farmington 20 122 
Salt Lake City 33 109 
Mtn. Gr een 35 107 
Ogden 40 102 
Kearn s 
" 
87 
Bountiful 142 0 
Clearfi e ld 22 
---- ------
Herd Unit 10 - Salt L&ke 
tturay 
" 
80 
S.ndy 18 11 
Park City 20 
" hlt L4ke 24 11 
Kearn a 21 68 
Cr.;tnger 21 68 
Layton 
" 
20 
loy 87 8 
Tooele 92 3 
Qsden 
" 
0 
Sountlful 4] 
r---------- --
1 
2 
3 
' 12 
1 
1 
1 
37 
To" 
---
2 
ll 
2 
49 
1 
2 
2 
. 1 
2 
1 
n 
12.00 
24.00 
37.00 
73.00 
131.00 
11 .00 
71.00 
9.00 
0.00 
$'3"68.'00 
------
16.00 
8S.OO 
u .oo 
148.00 
1 . 00 
14 . 00 
4 . 00 
1.00 
1.00 
0 
40 8 . 00 
.1!!. o.oo 
70 $8 . 00 
-- -------- ---
28 98.00 
" 
6.00 
$491.00 # $10~:~ j 
----------- ____ _j 
_ -~~lt;_y !_en.:_ (A..:_B~ ~87.~ ___________ _ ______ J 
(A) Obaerved A~tivlt., r B Lust Co s t Activitv 
Orig in 
Lo~atlon Totsl I Location Location 
Adjuated Hllu Advanti'lge Rent/orlgin Advant age lent/origin 
{RQU.nd Trip) (Hiles) Tripa @$.10/•1. (Hllu) Trip• @.10 / ml. 
ller4 Uai t 11 - Heaston 
Tooele 14 141 7 100 . 00 
Stockton 20 117 10 137 .00 
Copper ton 20 117 1 41.00 
llverton 20 117 6 82 . 00 
Sandy 20 117 1 14 . 00 18 62 $112 .00 
Lohl 10 127 5 64 . 00 
Alp ine 12 125 2 2~.00 
American Fork 44 11 1 1 u .oo 
Plant . Grove 47 110 1 u .oo 
Magna 56 101 5 St.OO 
Mi dvale 62 95 1 29 . 00 
Provo 7l 86 1 9 .00 
S.1lt L.1kc 98 59 l9 112.00 
Hunter 98 59 1 6.00 
Clinton 122 15 1 4 . 00 
Orem 1)4 21 5.00 
Brlgh- City 157 0 0.00 
Hurray 18 0 _!_ ~ 
69 $701.00 69 Slt2. 00 
--
--- - - - --- - -
- --- -- -
Quall ty Rent (A-R) - $'>89.00 
-- ---- - -
-
------ -- ------------
- -
Herd Lnit 1?. - .:;t.:arl:sbur v 
Cr antsvllle 20 2l2 l ll2 . CO 12 8 58. 00 
Tooel e 20 212 2l 487.CO 12 29 209.00 
~.1gna 70 182 5 91 . 00 22 24 5).00 
Granger 86 166 1 5<) . 00 
Kear ns 86 166 1 17.00 
l9 Sa lt Lake 92 160 21 368 . 00 0 . 00 
!".ldvale 104 148 1 15 .. 00 
~ur r ay llO 142 1 14.00 
8ountiful ll1 141 4 55. co 
Syracuse lZS 127 1 l,.co 
Sandy 128 124 2 zo;.oo 
Roy 117 115 1 12.00 
l•yton 140 112 1 31t. oc 
Ogden 161 89 1 9 .00 
Copperton 167 85 1 9.00 
klerican Fork l79 71 1 7.00 
IOendove r 182 70 1 7 .00 
Provo 184 68 2 llt.OO 
Lo1.1n 252 0 ..!. ~ 80 Tiio.Oo 80 11,390. 00 
t-- --- - -- - - ---- -- -- --- -----
Quality lent Uo-1) • .Sl,070.00 1-------- ----- ------- ---- ------ - --
.:. e r d !; n it 13 - t: t. 
Tooele 2l 126 • 261.00 45 
0.00 
Hl dv3 l e 104 241 1 24. 00 
Sprlns vllle 104 241 1 24.00 
Anericen Fork 108 219 1 2lt.OO 
Loh1 108 219 1 24.00 
ProYO ll7 210 5 11 5.00 
Delt a 126 221 1 22 .00 
Or-e• 129 218 1 65 .00 
Payson 117 210 1 21.00 
Dusway 144 20) I 21>.00 
Sandy 147 200 5 100 .00 
Haana 157 190 I 19.00 
Riverton 165 182 I 18 .00 
Granger 174 171 1 17 .00 
Weat J ordan 175 172 1 17.00 
Hurr ay l77 170 5 IS.OO 
Salt Lake 187 160 2 32.00 
Crantavllla 189 158 I 16.00 
Center Held 191 156 1 16 .00 
Olden 256 91 2 18 . 00 
Wl\1 .-rd 296 51 1 5 . 00 
Loan 147 0 _j ~ .., ~ 
----- -------
., 
--
$~~ -----~- --~ 
Qu <~ lity lent ( A- B) • $941 . 00 
------- - - - -- -- -- -- - - - -- - -
- -
_.., 
Table 14 . Contlnu~d 
(A) Oburved Act.lvity (B) Lent Coat Activity 
Totd Loutlon Locat ion 
Adjuated Hl.lu . Mv.1nt.11ge I Rtntlorlain Adv.antaae I ~~nt/orlgln 
Or lata (lound Trip) (Hi_l'!•!J•)~ __ TJ:!r~IP~''"-..---l:@$:2_·o_!l~O/~m~I.~.J_~H~li!!'!J' "-..-!T~rl~••• --='"·~lO!!L"!•!.l --j 
Herd l!nl t 14 - East Tin tic 
Mona 20 
Glenwood 2S 
Provo OS 
Oree 9S 
Delta •• P leaaant Cr ove !OJ 
Mtn. Creen 104 
South Jordan ll9 
Murray 1S4 
Riverton 160 
Salt Lake 172 
Bountiful 174 
Midvale 178 
IC.eal'na ll9 
70 
158 
m 
9l 
., 
80 
7S 
74 
l9 
24 
18 
6 
• 0 
16. 00 
15. 00 
47.00 
8 . 00 
8.00 
8.00 
0 15.00 
4.00 
2.00 
2.00 
1.00 
0.00 
o.oo 
119 12 . 00 
0 5 0.00 
69 1) 90. 00 St. John 
--- ------ - ---
!_!2!_-~ - - - - - - - 1! - - - 1~.0~ -
Quatlty Rent (A-B) • $24.00 
j Herd Unit 15 - Timpanogu 
AMrlcan Fork 199 80.00 
P1eaunt Grove ~& 191 71.00 
Lindon 20 193 )9.00 
or- 24 189 170 .00 
Alpin e 26 187 56.00 
Spanish Fork 15 178 18.00 
Provo 36 177 106 . 00 
Springville 48 165 17. 00 
Hld v.1le 53 160 16.00 
Murray 70 143 14 .00 
Salt Lake 7J 140 14.00 34 0.00 
Dr-agerton 211 0 _j 2:.QQ _ _ 
14 5607.00 14 so.oo 
-- - -------------------------------- - -
- __ Qu~li-~_Y~"~~A~ :_S6~-~- ------ ---- _________ _ 
Herd Unit l?- Hobble Creek 
~pleton 21 SOl 1 50.00 
SprinRville 21 501 3 150 , 00 
Provo 29 493 12 592.00 
Onm 41 481 3 144.00 
Pleasa nt Creve 49 47) 1 47.00 
Lehi 61 461 92.00 
Ameri ca n Fork 61 461 46 ,00 
Hurray 100 422 42.00 
Salt Lake 115 407 204.00 
1.-yton 164 )58 36.00 
Losan 2H 247 25 . 00 
St, George ~22 0 0.00 
Bountiful 125 0 22 0.00 
WOoda Crou 69 J2 $ltii':'M" 56 * $~ 
-- - ------ --------------- --------
Quality Rent (A-8) • $ 1,312.00 
125 
126 
[ (A) Oboerved A<tlvlty [ B) L<nt Coot Actlvl<v I 
.. Ju.'.d "II ••
. 1.':"< •.,•.•,.•
8
••, Toul I Location Location 
_, f Trtpa lent/orialn Adv.ant•&• I Tl'lpa Rent/orlgtn j 
(Round Trip ) I (!1Ues) @$.10/•1. out .. ) @$.10/•L. 
I 
Herd i. ni t 18 - Jiaoond fork 
Spanhh Fork 42 104 ll 135 .00 
Hapht on 48 178 1 18.00 
Springville 48 178 10 118,00 
Provo 61 165 7 116 .00 
Orem 73 153 6 92 . 00 
Pleasant Crove 81 145 1 15.00 
Payaon 87 139 1 14 .00 
Salem 87 139 1 14 . 00 
Ameri c an Fork 9) 1)) 1 13 . 00 
Sandy 128 98 1 10 ,00 
Murray 132 94 1 9.00 
Salt Lake lSO 76 S 38 .00 
Kearna 152 74 2 15.00 
8ount1ful 169 57 1 6.00 
Roo•evelt 188 ) 8 2 7 , 00 
Hldvah 191 35 1 4 . 00 
Fandngton 209 17 1 2.00 
Oa:den 220 6 1 1.00 
Roy 226 o 1 0.00 
Mtn, Crun 226 0 1 0.00 
t~~~~~~~-~~!!-_: ~6!? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = !: ~ ~ ~== ~ = ~~ = -_--= ~t~--- ~:~. 
Herd !.:nit 1 9 - Coehilb 
Coalville 20 276 s 138 .00 
Henefer 52 244 I 24 . 00 
Park City 10 226 I 23 .00 
...... 90 206 11 227.00 107.00 Salt Lake 102 194 25 485.00 IJ 82 
Tayloravllle 102 194 I 19.00 
Pleaunt Crove 104 192 2 38.00 
Tooel• 107 189 I 19 . 00 
Hurray 112 184 4 74 ; 00 24 o.oo Oaden liS 181 9 163.00 
BoutHul 121 I1S ) 53.00 
lltv•rdal• 121 I1S l 18.00 
RDy 121 175 s 88 .00 
Hid val• 122 174 2 JS.OO 
Provo 122 174 4 70.00 
~arn• 124 112 I 17 . 00 
ct.arfteld 127 169 9 135.00 
Riverton 132 164 J 49 .00 
Fannln&ton llJ 16J I 16.00 
Clinton IJ9 ISJ I 16 . 00 
\Je•t Point lJ9 151 4 63.00 
Kay.vllle 146 ISO 4 60.00 
Layton 146 ISO 4 60.00 
Leht m 14J I 14.00 
Brigham City 117 139 I 14.00 
Sataquln 114 122 I 12 . 00 
Bear River 244 12 I 5.00 
Prlc:e 296 0 J.O~ -~- ______ _!0~ __ _21~ .~ 
------- ------ -
f- - _Qu~l~l'_!~t ~-~) ~ ~ ,~8~-- - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
f H•rd Un i t C:O - Ji. sr-.48 
Kan\31 14 . 230 S $115.00 91 10 $9JO.uu 
Hebe r Cl[y 61 181 4 71 ,00 
~lhlvale 87 157 2 31.00 20 )8 76 .00 
~luru y 101 14) 5 72.00 0 48 0 ,00 
Salt Lake 107 ll7 54 740 . 00 
Ore"' 11 2 ll2 ] 40.00 
Provo 124 120 2 24.00 
Bountiful 127 117 S 59.00 
Riverton 137 101 l 32.00 
Hegna 144 100 4 40 . 00 
~"- ill u J u~ Wood• Crou 160 84 2 17,00 
loy 166 78 2 16.00 
Sprln&dale 244 0 _1. ----.!!.&2 
----------- ---~-$1!_!S.;...OO_ ---- - -'~--$~~~-
Qu.t tty lent (A-B) • $279,00 
-------------------------- --- - -- ----i 
I (A) Ob1erved Activity 
'
lLo<nlon 
Adjusted Hlles Advantage 
(Round Trip) (Mllu) Tripa 
Hard I: n it 21 
-
!! eber 
Plea san t Gr-ove 6J I ll 2 
Or em 8] 491 6 
Provo 91 479 9 
Murr ay 124 450 l 
Salt ..... 134 440 ll 
Ke111rna 
"' 
411 s 
aountHul 1]9 4JS 1 
Farmingt on 161 4ll I 
Kayavll te 171 197 2 
Ogden 204 370 I 
Sun act lOS ]69 I 
St . Geo t" ge 574 0 I 
Wa l h bu r g 16 
f-- ----------- - _Q 
Quality Rent (A•B) • $1,347.00 
------
---------
Herd t! nit 22 
-
Lake Fork 
Arc adia JO 4>0 I 
Blue Bell JS 445 2 
Myton 40 440 I 
Neala 40 440 J 
Rooaeve lt 56 424 4 
Duch e ane 106 374 J 
Vernal 116 ]64 2 
Mountain Home 140 340 I 
Kearn• 26] 217 I 
Provo 304 176 I 
Midvale ]21 159 2 
!tl.rray J27 15] J 
Salt Lake ]47 IJJ IJ 
Bountiful JSO IJO I 
Riverton 368 112 2 
Clearfield 370 110 2 
Kaylville 390 90 I 
Tooe le 409 71 I 
Price 416 64 I 
Woods Cross 420 60 I 
Nevt on 480 0 2 
--
- -----
---~8-
Quality Rent (A·B) - $1075.00 
Totd 
ll.ent/orisin 
@$ . 10/ml. 
$102.00 
295.00 
431.00 
45 . 00 
484.00 
206.00 
44.00 
41.00 
79.00 
37.(1 .. 
37 . 00 
0 . 00 
Location 
Advantage 
(HUes) 
l2J 
Tdp1 
40 
1J8]2 .Q2_- --
- --
4I. 
--- --- - - --
45.00 
19 .00 
44.00 
132 . 00 
170.00 
112.00 
13 .00 
34 . 00 
22.00 48 
18.00 
32.00 
46.00 
173.00 
13.00 
22.00 
22.00 
9.00 
7.00 
6,00 
6 . 00 
~ 
_ _!!0~-~-- 48 
---- -
- -
-
l-27 
I 
Location I 
Rent/origin 
@. 10/a~L 
0 .00 
492.00 
~9!_:00_ 
-- -
o.oo 
0:00 
~---- - - - - - --- - - -- - ---- ---- - - -- -
Herd rni t 2~-· - Ave r.toq u i n 
Duc heane 78 211 148.00 
Wellingto n 99 201 20.00 
.. ~ 100 190 19 . 00 
Pri ce 10 7 192 l2 218.00 
Spani ah Fork li S 174 2 JS .OO 
Springvi ll e 11 7 172 1 17.00 12 8.00 
Payson 122 167 1 11 . 00 
Provo 119 160 2 ]2 . 00 
" 
0.00 
Or em IJ9 ISO 4 60.00 
IIC' Ile r City 140 149 1 IS.OO 
,\m..: r lc.a n fork 14S 144 1 14.00 
Salt L.l ke 219 70 ll 91.00 
Kayaville 226 63 1 6 .00 
Bountifu l 238 
" 
J lS .OO 
t-bgna 24 3 46 I s.oo 
Roy 244 4S I s.oo 
Pleaaan[ Grove 255 34 s 11 . 00 
F.1ndngton 288 I I o.oo 
Oaden 289 0 
...! ~ 
r--~ - -- - - - _S!_ - ... !'~·~ - - - - - _1! -- ...!.'·~--
~ _Qu.!li~ !_en:_ (A•!) - $726 . 00 
- - - - ----- -- -- -- -- -- - ----
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T111ble 14. Continul!'d 
I (A) Oburve4 Activity T (II) Leut Coat Acttvt~ 
Herd linit 2}-b - Cu rrant Creek 
Tabiona 20 287 29.00 
Duches ne 78 229 6 137.00 
...... 80 227 I 23.00 
Hebe r 101 206 2 41.00 
Prlce ll9 168 1 17.00 
Or em ISS 149 s 75.00 
Pleasant Grove 165 142 3 43.00 
Provo 165 142 4 57.00 
Salt take 167 140 56 784.00 0 . 00 117 0 . 00 
folurray 173 134 ' 67.00 
Lehl 173 134 1 ll.OO 
Amertc.tln Fork 17::! ll4 1 13.00 
Sprtnavtllc 177 DO 
Hldvale 187 120 
1 lJ.oo 
' 60.00 
BountUul 187 120 5 60.00 
Spanish Fo rk 189 118 
Kagna 189 118 
2 24 . 00 
2 24.00 
Kearn I 193 114 ' 57.00 
Copper ton 202 lOS 
Kaysville 207 100 
Oaden 215 92 
Roy 227 80 
Wooda Croll :.38 69 
1 11.00 
1 10. 00 
4 37 .00 
1 8 .00 
2 14.00 
Brlsha~r~ City 257 50 1 5.00 
t..osan 307 0 __! o.oo 
117 $1622.00 m 
Qualit y Rent (A•II) • $1622.00 
Herd Unit 2lt - Bbcka fork 
SLC 243 114 
' 
$3,.00 
Bountiful 262 9S I 10.00 
Provo 265 92 I 9.00 _12 0.00 
Ogden 265 92 
' 
28.00 
Ooy 267 
"' 
I 9 . 00 
Clenfleld 283 74 2 u.oo 
Los an ,, 0 
...!... _9.:..QQ._ 
12 $105.00 12 
----
- $<::~ -
Quality llent (A·II) • $105.00 
----------
Herd Unit 25 - Daggat 
Ve rnal 159 451 45.00 
Ou tch John 160 450 45.00 104 1 10.00 
Hanlla 165 445 2 89.00 99 10 99 . 00 
Magna 454 lS6 2 31.00 
Hurray 492 118 2 24.00 
Salt Lake SOl 107 18 193 .00 
Kearns 507 103 
' 
Jl.OO 
Bountiful 515 95 8 76.00 
Hldvale 525 85 
' 
26.00 
Fannlnston 534 76 I 8.00 
Provo SJS 75 I 8.00 
Clinton 551 59 I 6.00 
Ka ysvi lle 564 46 5 23.00 
Ogden 574 36 5 18 . 00 
Cludleld 580 JO 1 3.00 
llrtsham Cit y 610 2 0 . 00 
lle.:~var 129 135 
" 
176 .00 
Neola 158 106 6 64.00 
Blue Bell 199 65 
' 
20.00 
Arc aid ta 204 60 I 6 .00 
~ron 214 50 I s.oo 
Duchesne 256 • 20 16.00 
T.:~blon.J 264 56 ~ 
0 I 
---...!t:.2!l 56 $396 .00 
-------
--
- --
------- ----
----
-
- ~.1~y2e~ ~B.!_:' $230.00 
- - --
--- ------ --
-- --
-
Table 14 Continued 
I (A) Observed Activity (B) Leu< Coo< A<<lvl< v I 
I Loc a tion 
Adjus ted Hll~!l ; Adv;tntag~ 
(Round Trip ) j (Hilee) 
Herd ·.: ntt 2 6 - .l.s~ll!:' y - · : ernal 
Vernal 22 438 
J e nten 48 412 
Neola 54 406 
Roosevelt 
" 
368 
Price 230 230 
Provo 340 120 
Sa lt Lake 382 78 
F41in.lngton 385 
" Sandy 404 56 
Bountlful 410 50 
P leuant Viev 450 10 
Ogden 452 8 
K.aytvillc 460 0 
Duches ne 119 
Total 
I Trips hnt/orlain 
@$.10/•L 
16 
I 
1 
I 
I 
3 
11 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
701.00 
41.00 
41.00 
37.00 
23.00 
36.00 
96.00 
8 . 00 
6.00 
s.oo 
1.00 
1.00 
0.00 
Loc.cion Location 
Advantage I Trt.pa Rant /orig in 
(HLlu) @.$. 10 / ml. I 
97 38 369 .00 
40 ffi3.00 ...1. ~ 1------------------- ~ ---$~·~-
Qualit y ilent (A-8) • $594.00 1- - --- - -- - ----------- --- - -- -- ---
Hard Unit 27-a - t1inni e tluad 
Bluebell 20 380 1 38.00 
Ducheane 7J J2) 2 u .oo 
Price 114 286 2 SJ.OO 
Castle Dale 114 286 2 57.00 
13.00 , 
Or eo 238 162 1 16.00 
Plea1ant Crove 252 148 1 15 . 00 
Salt Lake 327 7J 4 29.00 
Kayavi ll e 3_:18 62 1 6.00 
Hasna 341 
" 
1 6.00 
Dugvay 400 0 1 0 
Htn. Home 98 
Heber City 139 
T6 $28"'9.00 
--- --
- - - - - -
--~~~~e~ (~) 
-
$2~.~ 
--
41 1 4.00 
0 10 
-=._ -_-_ =_ ~ E~ ~ _$1.:._~ _= j 
Herd Uni t 27-b - Range Creak 
Draserton 24 360 8 29 . 00 Jl 
Welllns t on so 334 1 JJ .OO 
12 37.00 
Price , 329 6 20.00 
c .. tle Dale , 329 1 33.00 
18 0 .00 
Or om 227 1>7 I 16.00 
Pleasant Crovo. 239 145 1 15 . 00 
Hunter 262 J> l 4.00 
Copper ton 262 J> I 4.00 
Salt Lake 297 87 6 52.00 
Tooele 384 0 4 
--llJlQ 
----- '--
30 $206.00 
~al.:_cy_R~t _!_A~) • $ 169 .00 -- - -
--
- -- - - -
-- ------
He rd Unit 28-a - Book Cliff's liorth - -- -
Roosevelt '58 497 
Vernal 1'56 399 
Duchune 206 349 
Provo ) 10 14.5 
!'furray '511 44 
S<tlt Lake 5lb 39 
Clintun 534 21 
Bountiful 555 0 
Jen1en 1'5 
50 .00 
)59.00 
140.00 
29.00 
9.00 
23.00 
4.00 
0 . 00 
2>2 227 .oo 
17 0 .00 
275 
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(A) Obnrved Activity I B) Leut Co!t Activit 
Adjuated Hlln 
(Reund Trip) 
Location Toul I Location 
Advantaga Rant/origin Advantage 
(Hiles) trips @S.LOblli. (Mihs) trips 
:!e rd t:nit 28-b - 8ook :::H rh South 
Cucn Ri ve r 114 SbJ 
Ore::~ 443 234 
Drarer 487 190 
Tooele SOJ 174 
Salt Lake 522 US 
llyr un 677 0 
Dra~c rt on 160 
Coa I vi lle 188 
1-------
Herd Unit 29 - San Rahel 
Ftn. G-reen 
P-rice 
237 
97 
56.oo 
23.00 
19.00 
17 ,00 
62.00 
c. oo 
o.oo 
" 0 
!-- - - - -- - l - $~00-- --- - - 2 
___ Qu..!_li_!! ~nt...J.A:!!_·~ ·~ ___________ _ 
ft,nd Unit }0 - Lasal ~·tn. 
Hoab 87 540 
Hontlcello 180 447 
C-reen Rive -r 189 438 
Dragerton 308 319 
Salina 3l) 314 
Alpine 46> 162 
Provo 467 160 
Rive-rton 52l 106 
Midvale 534 93 
Salt Lake 556 71 
Pnk City 565 62 
:Joods Cruu :i9S 32 
Hen. Creen 617 10 
Kay1ville 620 7 
Tooe le 622 5 
Far,.ington 624 2 
Oaden 627 0 
P-ric e 227 
1- ---- -- -- - - - -
Herd Urdt }1-a - San Juan-Blue Mtn. 
11ontic:ello 
" 
728 
Blanding 128 6>2 
Aneth 134 646 
Moab 169 621 
C-reen Rive r 308 
"' Clinton 519 261 
Midvale 534 246 
Kearn• .141 230 
Roy 600 180 
Salt LAke 630 150 
Bountiful 631 149 
Hendon 780 0 
1-- ~ailty Ren-;- (A· B) .. $1820:00 
-- - - -
-
1l 
' 7 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
5 
1 
_! 
38 
l7 
2 
2 
4 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1458.00 
89 . 00 
88.00 
128 . 00 
Jl.OO 
16.00 
16.00 
11.00 
9.00 
64.00 
6 . 00 
3.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0 .00 
0.00 
$T'92i":OO 
946.00 
196 .00 
452.00 
186.00 
57.00 
26.00 
25.00 
24 .00 
18 .00 
75.00 
u.oo 
~
$2020.00 
-- --
----- - -
140 
107 
25 
0 
19 
42 
61 
17 
7 
14 
Location 
Rent/ortaln 
@.10/ml. 
8.00 
2'·~--
o.oo 
_$0...:...00_-
266.00 
$266.00 
182 .00 
18.00 
0.00 
mo:oo 
----
----
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Table 14. Cont tnul!d 
L J (A) Oburved Act i vity ' ( B) I Location Total I Location A.dju1ted Miles Advilntag~ I Tripi Rent /origin Advantage (~ound Trip) (Hiles) @$.10/•L (Miles ) Lent Colt Activit I Tr i ps Location Rent/origin @$.10 /mL 
Hard Unit }1-b - San Jua n-Elk !U d ge 
Monticello 
Aneth 
Moab 
Salt Lake 
Blanding 
Hanksville 
Greenvil l e 
lJ2 
162 
241 
710 
122 
226 
578 
548 
469 
0 
116.00 
55.00 
94.00 
0.00 
$~ 
.. 
138 
104 
0 
3 
1 
1 
• 
6 .00 
41.00 
10.00 
_2.tQQ. 
$51.00 
r-- -----------Quality Rent (A•B) • $208 . 0lr -------------
Herd Unit }2 - ;:> rice ~iver 
Scofield 20 286 1 
Price SO 256 12 
Spanisk Fork 92 214 2 
Springvil le 92 214 1 
Provo 104 202 ) 
Orem 114 192 1 
Pleasant Gr ove 124 182 2 
klerican fork 132 174 2 
Riverton 158 148 1 
Sandy 182 124 l 
Heber 192 114 l 
Sal t Lake 193 113 l2 
Bountiful 207 99 2 
Kuru 238 68 J 
Tooe le 259 4 7 1 
Osden 263 43 1 
Brigham City 306 0 ...! 
f- - - - - - - - - - _47 Quality Rent (A·B) • $604.00 
Herd. Unit }} - Go rdan Creek 
Price 
OTeo 
Provo 
24 
174 
174 
150 
0 
0 
-- Q;.aty Re""nt(A.i) -$105 .00 
- a;;d u-;!t }4 -Hunting~ -
Price 49 197 
130 116 Pay•on 
Provo 
Hurray 
Salt Lake 
Bountiful 
144 102 
197 49 
223 23 
227 19 
246 0 
Quality Rent (A·B) • $ 159 .00 
Rerd Cnit }5 _ Jo a 'a V•lle r 
C.atle Dale 20 312 
Udlinston 52 210 
Pr'tce 170 162 
Provo 177 U' 
Ore• 183 14t 
Salt Lake 262 70 
Bountiful 266 66 
OS:den 332 0 
ttuntins tcm 20 
7 
1 
1 
9 
4 
1 
4 
2 
1 
9 
..!. 
21 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
9 
2 
1 
----- --------
29.00 64 16 102 . 00 
307.00 
43.00 22 22 48 . 00 
21.00 
61.00 0.00 
19 . 00 
16 .00 
)5.00 
15.00 
12 .00 
11.00 
D6.00 
20.00 
20 .00 
s.oo 
4 .00 
__Q.&g '_1 
__ ll!"·~-=--_ -_-~.,~ -=---~~~:=-] 
105 .00 
o.oo 
0.00 
$m:DO 
$79. 00 
12.00 
41.00 
10.00 
2 .00 
15 .00 
~ 
$159. 00 
31.00 
ze.oo 
u .oo 
31.00 
30 . 00 
63 .00 
ll . OO 
o.oo 
0 .00 
i $0:00 
-----
----------
21 0.00 
IT 0:00 
-- ---- ---
214 86.00 
u o.oo 
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table 14. Cont tnued 
(A) Obeerved Activity 
Location 
Adj1uted Mllu Advantaaa 
Ortaln (ltound Tdp) (Nllu) 
Herd Unit '6 • Hudd;r-Ferron 
Ferron 56 378 
Kt. Pleasant 130 314 
Price 140 294 
Amerleen Fork 214 220 
Sandy 259 175 
Bountiful 300 134 
Ozden 364 70 
Lozan 434 0 
Caet1e Dale 35 
El~ 67 
Scofield 87 
----- ----
Quality Rent (A·B) • $136.00 
-- - -- -- - - - - - ---
Herd Uftit '7 . 
Helper 
Spanish Fork 
Springvi lle 
Provo 
Oum 
Pleasant Crove 
American Fork 
Salt Lake 
Midvale 
Cranzer 
llch!J.eld 
Farmlnaton 
Lake Fo rk 
70 
90 
96 
102 
114 
122 
130 
191 
202 
204 
210 
226 
156 
136 
130 
124 
112 
104 
96 
35 
24 
22 
16 
0 
1---- -----------Qualit y lent (A·B) • $53.5.00 
~-------- - ----
Herd \init }S - Fainhv 
ratrvh" 20 
Ht, Pleasant l2 
Ephraim 64 
Spr1nsvLlle 112 
Provo 118 
Lahi 148 
HLdv.te 191 
l.earne 206 
SLC 207 
lount lful 2ll 
Cedar City 430 
Pay•on 52 
Spanhh Fork 72 
22l 
398 
366 
liS 
312 
282 
239 
224 
223 
197 
0 
Total Location 
I of Rent / OI'lain Adventaae 
Tripe ~ $.10/•1 {Hiles) 
22.00 
31.00 
29.00 
66.00 
18.00 
27 , 00 
7 . 00 
o.oo 
52 
20 
14 mo:oo 0 
------ ------
------
I 
7 
2 
14 
10 
5 
I 
12 
I 
2 
I 
..l 
57 
16. 00 
95.00 
26.00 
114 . 00 
112.00 
52.00 
10 .00 
42.00 
2.00 
4.00 
2.00 
___Q,&Q 
$SJS.OO 
45.00 
159 . 00 
146 . 00 
64.00 
12S . OO 
28 . 00 
24 . 00 
22.00 
67 . 00 
20.00 
25 $700,00 
---
20 
0 
- -
------------------------Qwltty lent (A· B) • $668.00 
--------------
Bard Colt )9 - Ephrah 
Ephral• 14 
ManU 20 
Fair-tdev S4 
Ht . P1u .. l\t l5 
Santaquin ll2 
Provo 151 
h:A. Fork 166 
Sanely 213 
SLC 241 
llountlfu1 248 
Haana 261 
l.aarna 265 
Clear Held 280 
243 
))7 
303 
322 
225 
206 
191 
144 
114 
109 
94 
92 
77 
0 
2 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
2 
2 
14 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
$49 .00 
34 .00 
30 , 00 
32.00 
23 . 00 
21 . 00 
38.00 
29.00 
160. 00 
11 . 00 
9 . 00 
9.00 
1.00 
o.oo 
13 2 
Location 
I of R.ent lorialn 
Tripi @ $.10/mi 
12 62.00 
I 2.00 0.00 
14 $ 64.00 
-- -- -- -
57 
16 
...!!.. 
25 
o.oo 
sO.OO 
32.00 
~ 
- _$~.02.,_ 
Jrlgh• City lS7 
Alpine llS U 7 11 . 00 
Spanhh Fork 120 10 ZO 20 .00 
Sprlnavt lle llO 0 _!_ ---2.:.QQ_ 
1- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~o __ S4!!:_00 __ lo ___ u::_oo _ 
'----QU!!._tt..t_•·~ ~·)~$::2 ·~-- ------ -- -- - -- ~-
Table 14 . Continued 
(A) Obecrv.d Acthlty (II) Lcut Coat Activity 
Adjusted HU11 Advsnta1• I 
Ortdn (lound Trip) Hllea Trlpa 
Herd Unit 40 - Tvehe J.!tle 
Salina 42 )99 1 
Uchfleld 90 lSI ) 
Provo 201 240 • 
or- 209 232 2 
·-· 
226 215 1 
Am. Fork 2)1 210 1 
Cadu City 2)4 207 2 
Sandy 259 182 ) 
Murray 277 164 1 
SLC 281 160 10 
IO\Int1fu1 289 152 I 
Park City JOI 140 I 
Roosevelt )42 99 I 
Ogden )52 89 I 
Loa an 441 0 I 
Ephrai• 
" Mona 142 
Spanish Fork 168 
Total 
Rant/orlain 
@$.t0/1ibl. 
40.00 
105 . 00 
96.00 
46.00 
22 . 00 
21.00 
41.00 
55 . 00 
16 . 00 
16.00 
lS.OO 
14 . 00 
10.00 
9 . 00 
0.00 
Location 
Advantaga 
Otll~s 
m 
47 
Ul 
I 
Tri;,s 
21 
7 
I 
....L 
Location 
hnt/orlaln 
(1:$.10 Ill 
0.00 
166 . 00 
5 . 00 
~
___________ JL __ss~oo- _ _ JL _ Sl!9_,_Ql! __ 
~ -~a.:it!,_ ~~A:!_) :_S~-~ _________ - __ 
He rd Unit ~~ - Nebo ~tn. 
Santaquin 26 
Payson 34 
Sp. Fork 53 
Nephi S6 
Pl. Grove 69 
Springville 72 
Provo 76 
On111 78 
Ani. Fork 98 
Moroni 102 
Centerfield 119 
Farlvlev 122 
Riverton 14 t 
Sandy 14) 
Midvale 149 
Hurray 144 
SLC 16S 
Bountiful 181 
Woods Cross 184 
Kearns 187 
Clesrfleld 220 
hrk City 221 
F<~f'lllington 224 
Ogden 235 
lr lgho1111 City 277 
1Cay1vllle l2S 
Draper 90 
Copperton 107 
299 
291 
272 
269 
,. 
m 
249 
247 
227 
22) 
206 
20) 
184 
182 
176 
170 
160 
144 
141 
ll8 
lOS 
104 
101 
90 
.. 
0 
) 
9 
10 
) 
) 
) 
12 
9 
) 
I 
I 
2 
• ) 
I 
I 
22 
2 
) 
) 
I 
2 
I 
I 
2 
) 
90.00 
262 . 00 
272.00 
81.00 
17.00 
76.00 
299 . 00 
222.00 
68.00 
22.00 
21.00 
41.00 
74.00 
5S.OO 
18 . 00 
17.00 
152.00 
29 . 00 
42.00 
41.00 
11.00 
21.00 
10.00 
9.00 
10.00 
0.00 
81 
29 
17 
0 
10 
)6 
81.00 
ll7 . 00 
160. 00 
).00 
~
..108 __ 12219. Q!? --- ____ IOL __ llJ • .l!Q_ 
--~l!!J_!e~t~=- Bl.. =.J~9.~- _________ _ 
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Table 14. Continued 
( A) Ob1erved Ac ttvlt v , B) Leut Colt Activity 
Ortain 
rterd linit lt2 ~ Sout.h Nebo 
Wah a 20 436 131.00 
Leo von 25 4JI 43 . 00 
Ephrd111 32 424 42 . 00 
Hanti 40 416 83.00 
Ne phi 56 400 280.00 
Fairview 74 382 18 . 00 
CenterUe 1d 
" 
364 16 . 00 
Pay1on 104 352 15.00 
Santaquin 114 342 14 . 00 
Sp. Fork 122 ll4 100. 00 
Provo 142 ll4 94 . 00 
Price ,144 312 94.00 
Delta 150 306 11.00 
""-
154 302 121.00 
Draper 184 272 27 . 00 
liver ton 185 271 54.00 
S.ndy 212 244 49.00 
)2 0 . 00 
Hurray 222 234 70.00 
Hid vale 223 233 47 . 00 
SLC 232 224 18 403,00 
Bountiful 248 208 4 81 . 00 
Kearn a 254 202 6 121.00 
Park City 290 166 I 17 . 00 
11agna 298 158 I 16 . 00 I,,,, ... C l<y 360 96 I 10.00 
Levi I LOn 420 36 4.00 
St . George 45 6 000 o.oo 
Anwr (c an Fork IJO 
" 
" 
S206l.OO 
--&. 2.!!...:.Q.Q. 
----~ =--~17.::;-2.;-~ -r::- =>~ ~~'.:~c-=-= ~ ~ ---
- -- - - -
-
_75_- $1_) 7 ,_£0 - . 
Hard Unit 4 } ~ S 11l1na 
Salina 20 
Auro r a 20 
Centerfield 30 
llchfield 30 
11ckn.t1 104 
Price 204 
Santaquin 207 
Wdltngton 214 
Ore• 232 
Provo 244 
Aa Fork 274 
S.ndy 292 
liverton 309 
SLC 312 
Cedar City 326 
Bountiful 33 2 
Kearn• 134 
hyaville 356 
Cllnton 372 
Roy 372 
Hldvah 181 
Oaden 183 
St. Ceorae 390 
Mtell 20 
Hantl 52 
Walea 87 
Levon 87 
Haunt Pleuant 90 
310 
370 
360 
360 
286 
186 
183 
176 
158 
146 
116 
98 
81 
78 
64 
58 
56 
34 
18 
18 
7 
7 
0 
• I 
2 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
2 
15 
I 
3 
3 
$296.00 
17.00 
72.00 
124 . 00 
29.00 
19 . 00 
18.00 
18 . 00 
16 . 00 
u.oo 
12.00 
49.00 
16.00 
ur·.oo 
6.00 
17.00 
17.00 
7.00 
4 . 00 
2.00 
1.00 
2.00 
0 . 00 
212 1 
202 14 
202 2 
19 
212 IS 
180 4 
145 4 
145 1 
142 _6_ 
21.00 
283.00 
40.00 
0 . 00 
318 .00 
72 . 00 
58.00 
15 . 00 
~
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Table 14. Continued 
[ ( A) Observed Actlvlt y I (I) 
Orl&ln '
I Loc:etlon Totd I Loc:etlon 
Ad.juHf' d Hlles Ad v"ntage I Trlps J.ent/orlaln Advantaae 
(Round Trlp) (Hllu) @$.10/•1. (Hllu) 
!ferd Ln i t lo4 - Fish l.ake 
Loo 
FreCDOnt 
Slllna 
IHc:hfleld 
hnaultch 
C ~rdu Clty 
Roy 
Delta 
w. Jordan 
SLC 
!'ttn. Creen 
. Oaden 
llc:knel1 
Park City 
20 
20 
74 
116 
194 
324 
325 
364 
390 
404 
4S2 
4S2 
20 
174 
432 
432 
)78 
))6 
258 
128 
127 
88 
62 
.. 
0 
llO.OO 
43.00 
113.00 
11 1.00 
26 . 00 
ll.OO 
13.00 
9 .00 
6 .00 
14.00 
o.oo 
0.00 
30> 
lOS 
I> I 
.. 9 
2 
_9_ 
61.00 
o. oo 
61.00 
~
----
_22 __ $~.~ _____ 2~ · - _Sill'-~_ 
QUality Rent (A·II) • $220,00 
------------
!ferd CDit 45 • Last Chanc e 
Slllna 73 355 
Provo 266 162 
lurn• 336 92 
Qaden 428 0 
Price 122 
71.00 
32.00 
9 . 00 
o.oo 
--------
...1_ 
7 
..]__- $!!:_2~-
------
liard Unit 46 - 1 000 l.eku 
20 458 Tremont 
1\lchfleld 
Sprln&vllle 
SLC 
94 384 
348 no 
418 60 
452 26 
418 0 
92 .00 
)8.00 
13.00 
6 .00 
3.00 
o.oo Htn. Cl'e•n 
llysvUle 
lie knell 20 
- - 1 _ _ $1~- - - -- - '-- - _!0.:..00 
- __ - _QU!1~y~~~ j_A·_!l .~ $~2 -~ ______ _ 
Herd t:nit 48 - •.onroe , ,tn. 
Annabella 
Uchfle1d 
looahare• 
Cedar Clty 
Ort!ca 
Provo 
St, Ceorge 
Lohl 
Pl. Crove 
Hurray 
Tooele 
SLC 
Centerville 
llounr.Lfu1 
Mr.n. Creen 
20 
39 
50 
20) 
301 
309 
318 
320 
333 
367 
369 
)74 
396 
396 
4)7 
hrd Uait 49 - t'.er)'•'Ule 
417 
398 
387 
234 
136 
128 
119 
ll7 
104 
70 
68 
63 
41 
41 
0 
llchfle1d 79 356 
St. Ceora• 240 195 
Cranaer 429 6 
S.ndy 435 0 
Annabella 52 
Jo.eph 52 
louatlfu1 l6S 
I 
3 
• I 
1 
13 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
2 
I 
I 
..L 
)) 
II 
I 
I 
I 
42.00 
119.00 
155.00 
2),00 
14.00 
166.00 
12.00 
12.00 
10.00 
7.00 
7.00 
13 . 00 
4 .00 
4.00 
~ 
- $~8-~-
lU.OO 
20 . 00 
1.00 
14 $413.00 
- - -qu-;t(t'y l-;;,t(A-1) .-$288.00 - -- - - - --
)13 
)U 
0 
---
33 0.00 
)) 
1 
J 
_!L 
14 
$0 . 00 
31.00 
94.00 
~
----------------------- _ . __ ----
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Tabh 14 . Contlnu~d 
(A) Observed Ac:tlvlty f (B) 
laa.uravllle 159 
Ceder City 202 
St. Ceora• 302 
Henilh )40 
ou. )65 
Sardy 426 
Salt Lake 446 
Bountiful 468 
Ogden 538 
11.1c:hf1eld 87 
)19 
3)6 
2)6 
198 
17) 
112 
., 
70 
0 
_ ~~1~ lt~t~A:!! .:._ 5:!_2·~ 
Herd l'nit 51-a - Boulder ~:tn. 
Loa 
Pay1on 
Sp. Fork 
Sprlngvilla 
Ore• 
Provo 
Ita , Fork 
Copper ton 
Htn . Creen 
SLC 
Loa an 
Koo1hore111 
Ferron 
Boun tlful 
l)l, 
J)) 
)49 
l>l 
)7) 
)81 
)9) 
429 
4)5 
.,, 
612 
3l 
122 
)8) 
478 
219 
26) 
219 
2)9 
231 
219 
183 
177 
160 
0 
Quality Rent (A-B) • $205,00 
ld.OO 
67.00 
24.00 
119.00 
17.00 
11.00 
9 . 00 
7 .00 
o.oo 
- 1-L- _1.29!.;_00_ - -
1191. 00 
28.00 
26.00 
26.00 
24.00 
46 , 00 
22.00 
18 .00 
lS . OO 
)2 . 00 
0.00 
)48 
261 
0 
Locatlon 
Tr~os ~~~~o~~&ln 
...!!.. 
- u_ 
4 
4 
· ....!... 
-~-
~ 
JI.OO_-
139 .00 
104 . 00 
~
_S2~.~ 
f-.-------------
Herd Unit !5 1-b - Sou l der ~tn., South 
loulder 20 612 
Panauttc:h 166 466 
Or am 414 218 
Sandy 612 20 
SLC 6)2 
lec:alanta )5 
Quallty Rent (A-B) • $379.00 
Hankaville 
Springville 
su: 
Crean llver 
20 
460 
ll7 
122 
5)7 
91 
0 
184 . 00 
140.00 
22 . 00 
2. 00 
o.oo 
· u 5. 00 
- !_- _$3!_4~----- _,_-
.J.<!Q_-
--------------
54.00 
10.00 
- - l_ - - 0,.&.0 - -
- -- - - - - -- - I 
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TablP 14 . Continued 
(A) Obterved Ac:tlvlty 
'
I Location 
Adjusted Hlh• Advantate 
(Round Trip) (Mllu) 
Totd 
I Trlpt lent/ori1ln 
~.10/•1. 
Bco rd l' n i t 5' - Cak Creek 
Delta 65 110 11 341.00 
Nephi 82 293 I 29,00 
Springvll1a 192 183 I 18 .00 
St, John 194 181 2 36.00 
Provo 1.96 179 2 36.00 
Ore• 199 176 2 35 . 00 
Pl . Grove 203 172 I 17.00 
Riverton B6 119 I 14.00 
Tooele 252 IB I 12 . 00 
tk.rray 262 Ill 1 11 . 00 SLC 280 95 10 95 . 00 
Ma1na 288 87 1 9.00 
aountiful 296 79 1 8 . 00 
J:earnt 102 
" 
2 15 . 00 
loy liS 0 1 0.00 
Dugway 229 
- - 1.!- _s~ -Q2. -
Herd l!nit 54 - Fill•ore 
flll1DOrt 70 228 46.00 
Santaquin 187 111 11. 00 
Provo 201 97 10.00 
Orn 209 89 36.00 
Midvale 2.50 48 10.00 
l.enn1 264 l4 7.00 
SLC 281 17 7.00 
Tooele 298 0 o.oo 
Bear Rlver 193 
!lounttrul 289 
17 _..!.!,!7.~ 
-
_ ~·~ty_!e~ ~81... • ,1!9~ 
-- --- --
Herd Unit 55 - Kanoah 
l.anoth 
" 
577 1 .58 . 00 
Fillmore 41 >61 1 56 . 00 
Uchfle1d 88 514 4 206.00 
Joeeph 118 484 l 145.00 
Panaultch 191 411 1 41.00 
Nephi B4 268 1 27 . 00 
-· 
24 2 160 1 36,00 
M . Fork 28 1 119 1 32.00 
Bountiful 296 306 1 31.00 
Qaden 118 284 I 28.00 
Hidvah l24 278 I 28.00 
Riverton l28 274 1 27.00 
SLC 144 258 l 77 . 00 
Ore a 161 241 2 48 . 00 
ltearnt l66 2l6 2 47 . 00 
Clearfield 400 202 1 20 . 00 
Prlce 416 186 1 19.00 
Brlsh- ctcy 4>2 150 1 15 . 00 
P.nk City 602 0 
__L _JL_Q2_ 
Loc•tlon 
Advaatas• I Trip• 
(Mil .. ) 
147 13 
lO ll 
Location 
lent/or1atn 
(.i:$ . 10 / 1111. 
191.00 
39. 00 
_u_ __QJ!Q_ 
- -- _Js_-- iP~-
" 
m 
• 6 
...!!... 
_11 __ 
22 
58.00 
~
_ SSS....Q.O _ 
----
153 . 00 
0 . 00 
21 _ s~.oo _ _ 2!.__ _ ~15..!.:EO _ 
- -- ~aitty-R~;;- (A': II )-:_ 5788 . 00 _______ __ _ _ 
H~trd u-;;it- 5,:. :-H :o~h3ea~r- -- - - - - --
Crunvllle 20 488 $244.00 
Juvu 20 488 142.00 UO 14 .00 
Cedar City 126 182 18.00 
St, Ceorge 248 260 26.00 
SLC 428 80 1.00 
Clinton 448 60 6 , 00 
Roy S08 0 0.00 
Falrvtev 139 1 . 00 
Founuln Cuen 140 _!... -2.J!!L 
~ --~~~ti-·~t"J.-'·!1 ~~>~~-_-:-~~--_ -::-=~-=-:.-= ~-=-- 1:_ -_- -==-~ = 
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Table 14 . Conctnue-d 
I (A) Ob .. rved Attlvtty 
I Location Totd Location Loc.atlon 
Adjusted MUu . fAdv:~nt•ze I lent/ortain Advanuae I Jl.ent/orisln 
(Round Trlp) I ('!l}c!_oo,_,)c... __ T'-'r-"lo.,oo'--"@$~.'-'\"'0/c:•-"L'----'---""'-"''-'1•_.,•'----'T"-r!.lllo "-''---""-@$,_.,, 1-"'0f'-";"....._-j Orialn 
il erd Lni t 55-b - South au· ... r 
kaver 
Parowan 
Cedar City 
Fl11more 
ll.ichlleld 
3t. Ceor11e 
Greenville 
IUverton 
till ford 
Beaver 
Greenville 
Parow.an 
lichfleld 
Delta 
Flll1110re 
Nephi 
St. Georse 
Tooele 
S•lt Lake 
Milford 
Orem 
26 
66 
106 
128 
146 
198 
20 
)l) 
28 
80 
86 
140 
1S8 
160 
270 
278 
202 
3S6 
4S6 
28 
)00 
172 
llZ 
92 
70 
52 
0 
420 
)76 
)70 
316 
298 
296 
186 
178 
164 
100 
0 
2 
1 
10 
2 
4 
1 
10 
9 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Jo 
l4.00 
13.00 
92.00 
14.00 
Jl.OO 
0.00 
428.00 
Jl8.00 
74.00 
32.00 
60.00 
30. 00 
19,00 
18.00 
16.00 
10.00 
0.00 
norr:oo 
287 $29.00 
293 7 205.00 
0 !1 ~ 
~o __ $U4.l!l!_ 
140 12:6.00 
272 9 245.00 
0 12 --..!!.:.Q.Q. 30 $371.00 
t-----------
----------1- ~~ty_!c!.t ~-~ •2_6S:.:O~ ___ 
- -- ----- -
lind Unit 57-• 
Pangui.tch 
Kanarravil h 
Parowan 
Cedar City 
Hidvale 
Kearn• 
Salt LAke 
Kanab 
Eacalante 
-
Parowan-Cot toawood 
20 
so 
62 
100 
44S 
459 
166 
70 
120 
446 
416 
404 
)66 
20 
7 
0 
Quality Rent (A-8) • $86).00 
12 535.00 
l 42.00 
6 2:42: .00 
7 2:56.00 
1 2.00 
1 • 1.00 
1 o.oo 
- K;rd unit 57-b: p;r;: .. ;;:, .. Tn CarliOa- - - - -
Parowan 20 512 10 512.00 
Hatch 30 502 1 50.00 
Cedar City 73 459 12 551.00 
Beaver 106 426 1 43.00 
Richfield 154 378 1 38,00 
St . George 180 352 1 35.00 
Provo 328 204 1 20.00 
Salt Like 469 63 2 126.00 
lounttful 532 1 ~)o $1315.00 
Qu•llty ltent (A.-8) • Sl322.00 
-------------
Htrd Ufti t 51:1 - We at Zi o n 
Hurricane )8 604 4 242.00 
St. Cc()rae 61 581 
' 
291.00 
ICanarravlll• •• 574 2 115.00 Cedar City •• 546 ll 601.00 Parowan 1)4 508 1 51.00 
Salt Lake b23 19 2 4 . 00 
Bountiful 642 0 1 0.00 
Springdale 20 
Beryl 87 
-- -- - -- - -- --
26 $~~ 
- -
Quality lt r. nt (A-a) • $1,265.00 
100 
so 
0 
17 
9 
..l 
- _!9_ 
$170 . 00 
45.00 
0.00 
J11LO<L _ 
---
53 10 53.00 
)5 
76 
ll 
----
20 o.oo 
--------, 
18 
1.00 I 
0.00 I 
30 . 00 1 
2 2.00 
~·==~,~~l 
(A) Ob .. rved Acttvtty (B) Least Cost Acti vit 
Location 
Adjuued Mtle,a Advantage 
Ortaln (Round Trip) (Hilea) Tripa 
Hnda~a 44 
'" 
I 
Cedar City 52 517 2 
St. Ceorse .. ., 0 
Hurricane 126 443 I 
Total Loeation 
Rent/origin Advantage 
@$.10/•1. (Miles) Tripa 
~J.OO 
103.00 
428.00 
44.00 
2 
12 
139 
Location 
Rent /o rigin 
@.10/mL 
2.00 
0.00 I 
Kearn• 569 0 
Quality Rent (A-B) • $626.00 
·Herd Uai t 61-c 
St. C.orae 
Beryl 
.. Dh:ie-TerrJ Gx Viev 
-- !3·~--1 
------ - -----
...! __..!hQQ 
I! _ $!_28..:...00_ _li _ 
Hodena 
Oaden 
Cllnton 
26 
48 
"' 701 
229 
., 
'" 647 
0 
Qual~ty Rent (A.•!) • $669.00 
TI 
WJ.OO 
lJl . OO 
65.00 
o.oo 
$669.'00 
_ !i~r~ ~n~t-6~-~ : :._eG_t _;J! s~r~ _ _ _ _ _ 
Milford 452 0 . 00 
Kearn• 52 
IO'end over 7S 
_ !._ __ $£..~ 
Quality Rent (A-B) • S-16,00 
" 0 
-- - - - --------- - ----------
Delta no na 1 )4.00 
t!ilford ~44 224 4 90.00 
BUV:!r J l l 177 2 )5,00 
!! 
II 
7 
I 
_i _ 
0.00 
$0.00 
16 .00 
- !_!6~09_ -· 
0.00 
Oaden 468 0 ! _jl 5tg~ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8 0 00 I 
- - .;;;,;;; ;;.,-.. co, • ,,,00- . -· . - -- --_- .--: _-~~. _-1 
1§~~~;:.~ ~ t·~--. -~§.-- . Clinton 567 S 1.00 Oaden H2 0 0.00 Hilford 20 lJ _ lL _ SU2..QO IT -~a~t>:_R~t-{1~)-•_!11~0~ _ -- ___ - __ -- ___ --- o.oo J.O.~- -
---- - 1 
1 
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Tabh 14 . Cot"tlnutd 
(#.) Obaervt!d Acthlty {B) r..au Coat J..ct1vlty 
Location Totd Location Location 
Adjulted Hilu Adv~tntage I lent/orlsln Advantaae Rent/orlgln 
Or laln (Round Tr h) (H l_lc"~ '-'' '---T!.!r.!J<•e:'''----"t>$~·;.!1"'0 i;:;:n_,_l _ _,__,H-"!1"''"-'' '-----'T.!.r ,....._, --= !>SS .'-"10=•<......._, 
Herd Unit 59 - Ea 3 t Zion 
Ordervt lie 20 
Springdale 70 
Cedar City 12) 
Hurricane 148 
St . Ceorae 184 
Salt l.ake 568 
Kanab 32 
Herd Unit 60- - Paun&angaDt 
Orderville 44 
Santaquin 450 
Kearna 520 
Salt Lake 525 
Hatch 29 
-----
• Quality Rent {A-B) • $1Sl.OO 
Herd Unit 60-b - laiparovita 
Ordervil.le 
l acalan te 
168 
20 
481 
75 
> 
0 
2.00 
28.00 
)7.00 
15.00 
11.00 
n .oo 
-~~ _$~7·~-
144 .00 
8 .00 
1.00 
o.oo 
.!. - !!_5!:!>0_-
0 . 00 
1- - ------- -----...!- _$0~­
Quality Rent (A- ll) • $0 . 00 
Herd (lnit 61-a _ Dh.ie-Eaat Pineview 
Hurricane 20 >07 111.00 
Cedar City 80 >27 211.00 
St. Ceor&e 109 498 299.00 
Salt Llke 607 0 0.00 
Kanarrav ille 20 
Kanoah 110 
i3' _$62!_. 00_ 
Quality hnt (A-~) • $S1J,OO 
II 
rr 
0 .00 
.!_0~-
15 l.:.Q:Cl 
____ c; ___ j2~ 
90 
lO 
90 
0 i 
72.00 
6.00 
36.00 
0.00 $'i"i4.00 
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Table 15. O.u used in t~W.~lti£le re5n uton •nalzth or aite gu•ll t l 1970. 
Herd R1uldcnt Buckl Dou Real dent l'on•P.esld<l'nt But:kl Don l'on· Rettdent Length Juclr1 Ave rate Nu10ber of 
""" 
Hunt en Ki l led by Killed by Hunte r Hunters Killed by Killed by Hunter of lhe lr:lll ed 2\ Len~o;th Tripi 
... Afi eld Relident Resident Success Afield Non- Rutdent Non•Retldent Succes1 Hunt tns Yean and of the Obnrved 
Pe r Unit llunrera Hun t er• (Percent) {Nun~ber ) Hun ters Hunte1"J (Percent) Sea son Older lluntln& Per Sit• 
(Nu111ber) (NUl!lber) (NUDober) (Number) (Nu111bar) (O.yl ) (Pen:enc) Trip (Capacity) 
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Tebh u. Continued 
llerd s..-er Su~r Sunoer Winter Winter 
Un it Re.nge Renge USfS Prtve te Stete Flth end Pu b lic Priva te St•te 
No . (Sq. Hl.) (Sq. Hi. ) (1'.-rcent) (rerunt) Ga- USFS (Percent) (Percent) 
(hrcent) (Perc ent ) BLI< 
(Percent } 
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